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Abstract

We argue that auctions with multi-unit demand can be used to experimen-

tally conduct new and novel tests of auction theory. The focus of the paper is

on changes in bidding behavior as the auction is �scaled up�by adding more

bidders, and increasing both the demand per bidder and supply of the auc-

tioned good. We identify uniquely tractable environments and obtain clear

cut theoretical comparative statics in these settings. This leads to the con-

struction of uniform price auctions of di¤erent scales where the prediction is

that risk neutral bidders�bids on the last unit they demand are independent

of scale. The theoretical consequences of risk aversion, joy of winning, and an-

ticipated regret are then analyzed. In our experiments, subjects�behavior are

largely inconsistent with risk aversion. Joy of winning and anticipated regret

are more plausible explanations of behavior. We also discuss quantal response

equilibrium, level-k reasoning, and adventitious reinforcement.
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1 Introduction

The literature on auction experiments is vast and still rapidly expanding, as evi-

denced by the surveys by Kagel (1995) and Kagel and Levin (2014). However, with

some notable exceptions, most experiments focus on single-item auctions or auc-

tions in which bidders have unit-demand. Studies that permit multi-unit demand

are rarer. This may be because there are more �moving parts� to auctions with

multi-unit demand, making a clean experimental design harder to devise. A primary

contribution of the current paper is to identify auction environments in which the

dimensionality of the bidders�problem is no bigger than in single-item auctions and

where remarkably clean theoretical predictions can be obtained rather easily.

An auction environment is characterized by the number of bidders, n, the number

of units each bidder demands, k, and the �xed number of units supplied, m. Our

central observation is that some (n; k;m) environments are (i) easier for subjects to

understand and (ii) more analytically tractable than other environments. To exper-

imentally test multi-unit demand auction theory, it seems natural to �rst focus on

such environments. As detailed momentarily, our main focus is on �scale e¤ects�in

auctions. For instance, one may ask whether the bare bones risk-neutral equilibrium

predictions do better or worse in the lab as the auction gets bigger.

However, from a methodological point of view, the theory we develop has wider

implications. Kagel (1995, p. 530) discusses risk aversion as a somewhat controversial

explanation of overly aggressive bidding in single-item �rst-price auctions. He makes

the important point that �risk aversion has implications outside the domain of �rst-

price auctions, and it is incumbent on experimenters to explore these implications

before feeling too comfortable with the risk aversion argument, no matter how good

the �t to data from �rst-price auctions.�Our tractable model extends the domain of

auctions where theoretical predictions can be obtained and contrasted with behavior

in the lab. Behavior in our experiments are largely inconsistent with risk aversion.

Kagel�s (1995) argument of course applies to any behavioral theory, e.g. replace �risk

aversion�with �anticipated regret�in the quote. Anticipated regret fares better than

risk aversion in our experiments. The broader point is that identifying new tractable
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models, as we do, enlarges the domain on which various theories can be tested.

We posit that environments in which kn �m = 1 are particularly accessible for

subjects in experiments. Here, total demand exceeds total supply by only one unit.

Thus, all bidders are guaranteed k�1 units. In fact, all but one bidder will take home
k units, while the single loser will leave with only k�1 units. Any strategic interaction
between bidders thus determines only whether a bidder wins k � 1 or k units �a
binary outcome �as well as payments. More concretely, consider any auction format

in which bidders submit a vector of k bids, arranged in descending order, and where

the m highest bids are awarded a unit. Then, a bidder is a �winner�(of k units) if

and only if his lowest bid beats the very lowest rival bid submitted. From the bidder�s

point of view, the binary outcome is thus determined only by the comparison between

his lowest bid and the lowest rival bid (payments are determined by the speci�cs of the

auction format). Thus, the complexity is comparable to that found in unit-demand

auctions. In particular, subjects do not face the kind of complicated combinatorics

that in many cases make multi-unit demand auctions hard to understand, if not

intractable. Moreover, the level of complexity is independent of (n; k;m) as long as

the kn � m = 1 restriction holds. Thus, we can hold constant the computational

burden placed on subjects while changing the scale of the auction.

In this study we concentrate on the uniform price auction. The unit price is then

given by the highest unsuccessful bid. In our case, this coincides with the lowest

bid submitted. With decreasing marginal utility, it is a weakly dominant strategy

to bid truthfully on the �rst unit. The di¢ culty lies in determining bids on later

units. Most experimental papers assume that bidders demand exactly two units,

or k = 2, but without imposing kn � m = 1. Thus, the problem is to decide how

much to bid for a second unit. Without our restriction, a bidder may win two, one,

or zero units. However, he wins zero units only if his highest bid is unsuccessful.

In this case, his bid on the second unit does not matter. Hence, there are only

two events that matter for the second bid, namely winning one unit or winning two

units. Although the relevant outcome is binary, there are potentially complicated

combinatorics determining probabilities. The reason is that the m highest rival bids

can be various combinations of competing bidders�highest and second highest bids.
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Indeed, the equilibrium analysis by Engelbrecht-Wiggans and Kahn (1998) is by no

means easy. Note also that even holding k = 2 �xed, the level of complexity seems

likely to vary with n and m. Our environments by design avoid these issues.

Thus, our experiments involve varying (n; k;m), while always maintaining the

kn�m = 1 restriction. For a given (n; k;m), bidding strategies theoretically depend

on the distribution from which the marginal valuation of the last, or kth, unit is

drawn. We hold this constant across treatments, even when k changes. This modeling

choice makes it possible to obtain clear comparative statics in the benchmark model

with risk-neutral bidders. Most importantly, we show that bids on the last, kth, unit

is predicted to be the same across all treatments where n = k. Thus, the bid on

the second unit in a (2; 2; 3) environment should equal the bid on the third unit in a

(3; 3; 8) environment. This central result, along with the accompanying equilibrium

characterization, serve as starting points both for our experimental analysis and for

several theoretical extensions that examine other behavioral assumptions.

In our experiments, most bids are more aggressive than predicted by the bench-

mark model. Moreover, there are small scale e¤ects. Speci�cally, bidding is on

average more aggressive in the (2; 2; 3) environment than in the (3; 3; 8) environ-

ment. Thus, we consider a series of theoretical extensions to the benchmark model.

We stress that a good model must explain both (i) deviations from the risk-neutral

benchmark and (ii) scale e¤ects where none are supposed to exist.

We �rst examine risk aversion, although for technical reasons attention is limited

to constant absolute risk aversion. In this case, risk aversion leads to less aggressive

bidding than under risk neutrality.1 As alluded to earlier, this is not consistent with

the data.

Next, we consider �joy of winning.�If joy of winning is heterogenous across bid-

ders, then it can explain both why some bidders bid less aggressively than in the

benchmark model and why bidding behavior is more aggressive in the aggregate at

the same time. It is arguably also the case that joy of winning is consistent with the

observed scale e¤ects. Another explanation, anticipated regret, more convincingly

1Kagel and Levin (2001) make a similar observation in their decision problem. In contrast, it
is well known that risk aversion yields more aggressive bidding in �rst-price auctions.
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explains scale e¤ects. Moreover, if loser regret dominates winner regret, as docu-

mented by Ozbay and Ozbay (2007) in their single-item �rst-price auction setting,

then anticipated regret also explains more aggressive bidding. We discuss how loser

and winner regret manifests itself di¤erently in our uniform price auction.

We also examine models in which bidders make decision errors in one form or

another. Neither quantal response equilibrium or level-k reasoning appear consis-

tent with the data. Finally, we discuss feedback e¤ects and consider the role that

adventitious reinforcement may have in explaining the persistence of overbidding.

Other papers have examined scale e¤ects in uniform-price auctions. Kagel and

Levin (2001) study a setting where a human bidder demands two units and bids

against a number of pre-programmed automated bidders. Theoretically, the human

bidder should bid zero on the second unit regardless of the number of rivals. Thus, it

is impossible for a human bidder to bid less aggressively than predicted by theory. In

our environments, in contrast, strictly positive bids are predicted. Another di¤erence

lies in the fact that the human bidder in Kagel and Levin (2001) need not engage in

any game-theoretic considerations since his rivals are pre-programmed.

Engelbrecht-Wiggans, List and Lucking-Reiley (2006) explicitly examine changes

in the number of bidders, holding k = m = 2 constant.2 Building on Engelbrecht-

Wiggans and Kahn (1998), they obtain the prediction that any type that submits

a positive bid for two di¤erent n values should submit the exact same bid in either

environment.3 However, the set of types that bid zero on the second unit weakly

diminishes in size when n increases. They �nd some support for this prediction in

their �eld experiments. However, even if the �sign� of the change is correct, it is

hard to know if too many or too few types bid zero because the distribution of types

is not known in the �eld. We have opted for a controlled lab experiment instead.

2In the case where n = m � k = 2, Levin (2005) identi�es another equilibrium which better
accounts for overbidding on the �rst unit. In our environments, m > n.

3Akaichi, Nayga, and Gil (2014) also conduct experiments in which k = m = 2. Moreover, they
consider treatments with k = m = 4. However, in the latter case they do not develop any formal
theory to compare subjects�behavior to.
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2 Model

A total of m � 2 identical and indivisible units are supplied for sale by auction.

There are n � 2 bidders, each demanding k � 2 units. Hence, total demand is kn.
The purpose of the paper is to investigate how bidding behavior depends on the

�scale� of the auction, as summarized by k, n, and m. Throughout, however, the

restriction that kn � m = 1 is imposed. A central insight that we will advance is

that this restriction represents an ideal starting point when comparing behavior in

the lab across auctions that di¤er in scale.

The auction is a uniform price auction. Each bidder is asked to submit k bids,

(b1; b2; :::; bk), arranged from highest to lowest. Bid bi can be thought of as the

bidder�s bid on an ith unit. The bidder with the lowest bk bid wins only k � 1 units
(ties are broken with a fair coin). All the other bidders win k units. Note that

the �rst k � 1 bids submitted by the bidder can in no way impact the allocation.
Moreover, each unit purchased bears a price equal to the highest losing bid, which

in our case is the lowest bk submitted. Thus, a bidder�s payment is independent of

the �rst k � 1 bids he submits. Consequently, these bids are indeterminate and can
take any value as long as they exceed bk. The strategically important bid is bk.

For the theoretical benchmark, bidders are assumed to be risk neutral. Extensions

to this assumption are discussed later. A bidder is completely characterized by a

vector (v1; v2; :::; vk), where vi measures the marginal utility of the ith unit, i =

1; 2; :::; k. That is, the bidder�s type is multi-dimensional. However, since the bidder

is guaranteed k�1 units, he e¤ectively starts the auction with utility v1+v2+:::+vk�1.
Given risk neutrality, this �endowment�does not a¤ect his marginal utility, vk, of

a kth unit. Hence, v1 + v2 + ::: + vk�1 is irrelevant for his bid on the kth unit, bk.

In summary, the combination of kn � m = 1 and risk neutrality implies that the

important features of the bidders� type is captured by vk alone. Henceforth, vk
will thus be referred to as the bidder�s type. Next, bidders are assumed to have

private types that are independent of each other. Moreover, bidders are symmetric

in the sense that the marginal distribution of vk is the same for all bidders. Let

H(vk) denote this distribution. Assume H(vk) is strictly increasing and continuously
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di¤erentiable on its support, [vk; vk]. Let h(vk) denote the density, with h(vk) > 0

for all vk 2 [vk; vk]. It is irrelevant how (v1; v2; :::; vk�1) is determined, e.g. if it is
a deterministic function of vk or a random variable imperfectly correlated with vk.

However, (v1; v2; :::; vk�1) is also private information, lest some inference about vk
can be made by other bidders. We assume that v1 � v2 � ::: � vk.
Our assumptions combine to reduce the auction game to a symmetric independent

private values auction where equilibrium is e¤ectively described by a single bidding

function that depends on a one-dimensional type, bk(vk). Standard methods can thus

be used to derive equilibrium; see the next section. In the following, we will, with

some abuse of terminology, simply identify an equilibrium by the bk(vk) function.

3 Equilibrium and Comparative Statics

The purpose of this section is twofold. First, the equilibrium bidding strategy is

characterized. Building on this characterization, the second and conceptually more

signi�cant objective is to examine comparative statics with respect to the �scale�of

the auction. This part is key to establishing our claim that the kn�m = 1 restriction

is a good starting point when analyzing scale e¤ects in multi-unit auctions.

The approach to deriving equilibrium is standard to auction theory. Thus, proofs

are relegated to the Appendix. The Online Appendix contains a fuller discussion.

Proposition 1. In the uniform price auction, the unique equilibrium in symmetric

and strictly increasing strategies is

bk(vk) =

Z vk

vk

x
h(x)

1�H(x)
n� 1
k � 1

�
1�H(vk)
1�H(x)

�n�1
k�1

dx; vk 2 [vk; vk] ; (1)

with bk(vk) 2 (0; vk) for all vk 2 (vk; vk) and where bk(vk) = 0 and bk(vk) = vk.

Equilibrium behavior involves �bid shading� in the sense that a bidder�s bid is

shaded below his true valuation for strategic reasons, or bk(vk) < vk for all vk 2
(vk; vk). To understand this, note �rst that bidding strictly above vk risks winning

a kth unit at a price above the bidder�s valuation. Thus, such bids are dominated
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by truthful bidding. However, there is a temptation to bid even lower. The main

reason is that the bid on the last unit may determine the unit price that is paid on

the k � 1 units that the bidder is guaranteed to win.
Proposition 1 describes a bidder�s equilibrium bid as a function of his type, vk. At

times, it is of interest to examine the distribution of bids instead. For this purpose,

let 'k(bk) denote the inverse bidding strategy. Hence, 'k(bk) is the type that bids bk
in equilibrium. The probability that a bidder bids below bk is the probability that

his type is below 'k(bk). Hence, the distribution of bids is H('k(bk)).

In the lab, the experimenter controls not only n, k, and m, but also H(vk). Thus,

H(vk) can be held constant while the parameters (n; k;m) are being manipulated. In

our experiments, we draw subjects�(or bidders�) kth valuation from a �xed distribu-

tion, H, that does not depend on (n; k;m). Upon having realized this value, vk, the

(k� 1)th valuation is drawn from the truncated distribution, H(x)�H(vk)
1�H(vk) , x 2 [vk; vk].

Then, vk�2 is drawn from the distribution with truncation point vk�1, and so on.

Thus, the subject�s vector of valuations, (v1; v2; ::; vk), is built �from the ground up,�

with H(vk) forming a constant base across all (n; k;m).

As described previously, however, it is irrelevant how (v1; :::; vk�1) is determined.

The important point is that we can hold H(vk) �xed across treatments. It is now

possible to compare uniform price auctions that vary in scale while �holding all else

constant.�After all, the marginal distribution on the unit that matters for bidding

behavior is the same across treatments. Only (n; k;m) changes. Thus, we can isolate

scale e¤ect. This idea constitutes a main conceptual contribution of the paper.

Since H(vk) is �xed, Proposition 1 implies that the bidding strategy in the uni-

form price auction varies only with the ratio n�1
k�1 when (n; k;m) changes.

Corollary 1. Fixing H(vk), bk(vk) is strictly increasing in n�1
k�1 for all vk 2 (vk; vk).

In our experiments, we hold n�1
k�1 �xed across treatments. A key implication of

Corollary 1 is that when H(vk) is also held �xed, bidding strategies in the uniform

price auction are the same if (n; k;m) takes the value (2; 2; 3) or the value (3; 3; 8),

or more generally whenever n = k and m = nk � 1. Since H and bk (and thus 'k)

are the same in these cases, it also holds that the distribution of bids, H('k(bk)), is
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the same. This property lends itself to statistical testing of behavior in the lab.

To understand the result, �x a vk value. In equilibrium, each rival uses the same

strategy in the (2; 2; 3) and (3; 3; 8) environments and we thus need to argue that

the best response is also the same. The short version is that both n and k change at

the same time and that these changes have opposing e¤ects on incentives that turn

out to exactly cancel out. An increase in bk only e¤ects payo¤ if the bid was initially

the prize-setting bid. In this contingency, increasing the bid necessarily means that

the price paid for the �rst k � 1 units must increase. Thus, the incentive to bid
higher is lower when k is large. The advantage of a higher bid is that one additional

unit may be won. For this to happen, the increased bid must be su¢ cient to beat

the lowest bid among n � 1 rivals. This is relatively more likely to occur the more
rivals there are. Thus, the incentive to bid higher is higher when n is large. Hence,

as mentioned, a simultaneous increase in both n and k have opposing e¤ects. The

reason why the two e¤ects exactly cancel out is more technical but the gist of the

argument is that the size of the e¤ects are determined by the size of k� 1 and n� 1
respectively, and that these quantities are in a �xed proportion in the (2; 2; 3) and

(3; 3; 8) environments, or n�1
k�1 = 1. The Online Appendix expands on this point.

4 Experimental Design and Procedures

We designed a laboratory experiment to explore bidding behavior as the auction

is �scaled up�. Subjects were recruited from an undergraduate student pool at

the University of Guelph using posters, emails, and classroom announcements. A

between subject design was used where subjects signed up for only one session and

treatments were randomly assigned to the di¤erent sessions. Table 1 presents the

experimental treatments characterized by n; m; and k. We ran a total of �ve

sessions, with the number of subjects in each session ranging from 10 to 21. Let TS
denote the small scale treatment and TL the large scale treatment.

The experiment consisted of three parts taking approximately 90 minutes to

complete. Subjects were seated at isolated computer terminals in the same room.

The experiment was developed in o-Tree (Chen, Schonger and Wickens (2016)). Part
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Small Scale Large Scale
Acronym TS TL
Number of Bidders (n) 2 3
Demand per Bidder (k) 2 3
Supply of Auctioned Good (m) 3 8
Number of Subjects 38 36
Number of Sessions 3 2
Bid on kth Unit b2 b3
Total Observations 950 900

Table 1: Summary of Treatments.

1 began with the researcher reading aloud an overview of the experiment. Subjects

then went through a detailed instruction document on their screens. Examples were

provided to illustrate the auction mechanism and to highlight basic aspects of auction

strategies. Part 1 ended with a multiple choice quiz to test subjects�comprehension

of the instructions. Subjects earned $3 for completing all eight questions.4

Part 2 consisted of 25 auction rounds that subjects played sequentially. Subjects

were randomly paired in groups of two or three depending on the treatment. New

groups were formed after each auction round using random pairing. Within Part 2,

each subject in each auction went through a three-step procedure.

In step 1, subjects privately observed his/her own valuations on their computer

screen. Each set of valuations was independent across subjects and across rounds

and were drawn using the procedure described in Section 3, with vk uniformly dis-

tributed on the interval [0; 100]. That is, we choose H(vk) =
vk
100
, vk 2 [0; 100]. More

speci�cally, in the large treatment v3 was drawn uniformly from [0; 100] following

which v2 was drawn uniformly from [v3; 100]. Finally, v1 was drawn uniformly from

[v2; 100]. Valuations were generated in a similar fashion in the small treatment.

Given n = k, Proposition 1 predicts that the equilibrium bid on the kth unit is

b�k(vk) = v + (100� v) ln (1� v=100) : (2)

4A copy of the instruction document and quiz can be found in the Online Appendix along with
selected screenshots.
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The asterisk has been added to identify this strategy as being the theory prediction.

Henceforth, bk refers to the actual bid on the kth unit, which may well di¤er from b�k.

In step 2, subjects submitted k bids. All bids were entered in a column with the

ith row corresponding to bid bi, i = 1; :::; k. An error message was given if bids were

not in descending order, thus prompting the subject to change the column. Bids were

further restricted to be between zero and $100. This restriction was implemented to

prevent subjects from accumulating large (monetary) losses.5

In the �nal step, subjects received the following information speci�c to their

auction: all bids ranked highest to lowest with the corresponding valuations, winning

bids, the market clearing price and individual earnings on units purchased. At the

end, two of the 25 auction rounds were chosen at random and the pro�ts (or losses)

earned from those auctions were divided by 10 to determine payo¤s from Part 2.

Part 3 was the �nal phase of the experiment in which demographic and risk pref-

erence information was collected privately from each subject. Details of the ques-

tionnaire and risk preference elicitation are provided in the Online Appendix. Part

3 earnings were determined by the incentivized risk preference elicitation method.

In summary, subjects accumulated earnings over all three parts of the experiment:

A lump-sum from the multiple choice quiz at the end of part 1, a performance-based

amount from the experiments in part 2, and �nally a randomly determined amount

based on which gamble they chose in part 3. At the end of the experiment, these

were added up and subjects were called up individually to receive their total earnings

in cash. Average earnings were CAD 20.88 in TS and CAD 43.06 in TL. At the time

of the experiment, one CAD was roughly equivalent to USD 0.8. Note that we use

the �$�symbol to denote experimental currency units and use CAD to denote real

money. The di¤erence in payments across treatments is largely due to the di¤erences

in scale. As discussed previously, the larger treatment essentially gives subjects a

richer endowment because they are guaranteed to win more units.

5Other studies have enforced similar restrictions. See e.g. Cooper and Fang (2008) and Goeree
and O¤erman (2002).
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5 An Overview of Observed Bidding Behaviour

Bidding behaviour from our two treatments are summarized in Figure 1. A pooled

regression model in which bids from both treatments are regressed on time indicates

that bidding behaviour settled down after the sixth auction round.6 Therefore, we

use data from round seven to twenty-�ve in all subsequent analysis. The curved

black line in Figure 1 represents b�k(vk) as described in (2). Our �rst impression of

the data is that bids are quite scattered, with relatively few bids equal to b�k(vk).

Table 2 describes the data more thoroughly. To account for rounding o¤ of bids and

to distinguishing between bids that are very close versus those that are further away

from either b�k(vk) or vk, Table 2 characterizes bids within 50 cents as equivalent.

Figure 1: Compare Bidding Behaviour Across Treatments for Rounds 7-25

Table 2 highlights the small proportion of bids that are equal to b�k(vk). Catego-

rizing bids within 50 cents of b�k(vk), we see 2.4% of bids are equal to b�k(vk) in TS
compared to 5.0% in TL. Although bidding behaviour appears to be substantially

di¤erent from predictions, the majority of bids do lie in the wedge between vk and

6The coe¢ cient on time is insigni�cant thereafter (slope = 0.225 and p-value of 0.117). See the
Online Appendix for a graphical illustration of bidding errors across time as a visual con�rmation
that bids tend to stabilize after the �rst six auction rounds.
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b�k(vk). In particular, 51.4% of bids lies in this wedge in the TS treatment, compared

to 56.3% of bids in the TL treatment.

Overall, roughly 64.4% (79.1%) of bids in the TS (TL) treatment are less than vk.

This under-revelation of bids relative to vk suggests the majority of bids, although

not equal to b�k(vk), are shifted in the direction consistent with optimality. Existing

studies cite similar directional shifts. For example, Porter and Vragov (2006) �nd

that 68% of bids in the low value treatment are under-revealed, although not equal

to their equilibrium predictions of zero. Similarly, Kagel and Levin (2001) �nd that

61.6% of bids were more than 5 cents below value, but above zero �their equilibrium

prediction �in both of their sealed bid uniform treatments.

TS (b2) TL (b3)
bk < vk 64.4% 79.1%
bk > vk 29.6% 6.7%
bk = vk 12.5%a 25.9%a

bk < b
�
k 12.7% 22.5%

bk > b
�
k 87.0% 77.2%

bk = b
�
k 2.4%a 5.0%a

vk > bk > b
�
k 51.4% 56.3%

Note: a signi�es bids within $0.50.

Table 2: Summary of bk Across Rounds 7-25.

Table 2 also illustrates that the frequency of sincere bids di¤ers across the two

treatments. In particular, categorizing sincere bidding within 50 cents of vk, the

proportion of bids equal to vk in TL (25.9%) is twice that of the proportion of bids

equal to vk in TS (12.5%). This frequency of sincere bidding is similar in magnitude

to results of Kagel and Levin�s (2001) study that found 22.9% (17.2%) of bids were

within 5 cents of values in their n = 3 (n = 5) sealed bid uniform treatment.

Overall, roughly 80% of bids in both treatments are above b�k(vk). Such a strong

presence of overbidding is not uncommon in experimental auctions. In both treat-

ments we observe many bids not only above b�k(vk) but also above vk, despite the

fact that such bids are weakly dominated by bidding vk in the benchmark model. In
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(a) Distributions of bids on unit k (b) Distributions of average bids on unit k

Figure 2: Comparing Bid Distributions Across Treatments

TS, 68% of subjects (or 26 out of 38) submitted at least one bid above valuation. In

TL, 28% of subjects (10 out of 36) did so. Among bidders who overbid at least once,

the average number of overbidding observations per bidder was 8.2 in TS and 4.6 in

TL across the last 19 rounds. See the Online Appendix for a bar chart describing

the exact distribution of overbids across treatments. Table 2 documents that over-

bidding is more common in TS as 29.6% of bids exceed vk, whereas only 6.7% of bids

exceed vk in TL. The frequency and persistence of overbidding in our experiments

are consistent with similar studies examining uniform auctions. Porter and Vragov

(2006) �nd that for low valued units, 17% of bids exceed vk, compared to 43% of bids

exceeding vk for high valued units. Kagel and Levin (2001) �nd that 15.5% (21.7%)

of bids exceed value in their n = 3 (n = 5) sealed bid uniform auction treatments.

There is of course also a large literature on overbidding in single-unit auctions as

well. See the surveys by Kagel (1995) and Kagel and Levin (2014).

Taking a step back, Figure 1 and Table 2 suggest that bids tend to be more aggres-

sive than predicted by theory and that bids may be more aggressive in TS compared

to TL. Figure 2(a) thus compares the theoretical cumulative distribution function

(CDF) of bk with its empirical counterparts in the two treatments. Contrary to the

theoretical CDF, the empirical CDFs have small mass points at bk = 0. However,
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this e¤ect is small and for most bids the empirical CDFs lie below the theoretical

CDF.7 Thus, Figure 2(a) seems to support the hypothesis that bidding behavior in

the experiments is overall more aggressive than in the theoretical benchmark. The

caveat, however, is that the raw data has repeated measures of each subject.

To take repeated measures into account, we calculate the average bid for each

bidder over the last 19 auction rounds. The cost is that our data set is now reduced to

38 and 36 observations in Ts and TL, respectively. Figure 2(b) presents the resulting

empirical and theoretical CDFs of average bids. Note that the three CDFs in Figure

2(b) are ordered the same way as in Figure 2(a).

To continue, the mean of subjects�average bids is $42.18 in TS and $37.85 in

TL. The theory prediction is substantially lower, namely $25.8 In fact, in either

treatment, a t-test rejects the hypothesis that the average bid is $25 in favor of the

alternative that the average bid is higher than $25 with a p-value of approximately

0. Thus, there is strong evidence that bidding is more aggressive in the aggregate in

our experiments than in the theoretical benchmark. Next, comparing average bids

across treatments, the hypothesis that the average bid in TS is equal to the average

bid in TL is rejected in favor of the alternative that the former exceeds the latter

with a p-value of 0.0914.9,10 Thus, there is evidence, albeit weaker, of a treatment

7Densities were estimated using a Gaussian kernel with a smoothed cross-validation (SCV)
bandwidth selector. Re�ecting the fact that bids are restricted to be between 0 and 100, a simple
boundary correction is applied to our density estimators. Speci�cally, we integrate the density
separately for values below 0 (above 100) and place it on the lowest positive number (highest
number below 100). Although Silverman (1986) highlights that densities at the truncated tails will
be incorrect, we believe that this simple approach is su¢ cient for our illustrative purposes. See
Jones (1993) for a description of alternative boundary corrections.

8Recall that the clearing price is determined by the lowest bid among the n bidders. Theoreti-
cally, the price is $11.11 in TS and $6.25 in TL on average. In comparison, our experiments yielded
average prices of $25.04 and $12.65, respectively.

9The t-test requires normality. As suggested by the s-shape of the CDFs in Figure 2(b), normal-
ity is a good �t to the data. A Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for normality fails to reject the hypothesis
of normality with a p-value of 0.9505 and 0.9284 in TS and TL, respectively. A F-test likewise fails
to reject that the variances of the two distributions are the same with a p-value of 0.784.

10The Online Appendix complements the analysis by comparing the level of bid shading across
treatments, as measured by vk � bk. The average amount of bid shading is $12.84 in the large
treatment compared to $5.74 in the small treatment. With a p-value of 0.01356, a t-test rejects the
hypothesis that these are equal in favor of the alternative that the former is larger than the latter.
This is consistent with more aggressive bidding behavior in the small treatment.
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e¤ect as well.11

A potential concern is that the di¤erence between the propensity to bid above val-

uation in the two treatments is somehow anomalous. The Online Appendix considers

this question in more detail. The majority of subjects in TS bid above valuation at

least once and, among this group, the number of overbids is spread out fairly evenly.

In fact, 19% of subjects who overbid at least once did so more than 15 times out of 19

in TS. It is thus unclear how anomalous the most frequent overbidders really are.12

Nevertheless, if these subjects are excluded, the t-test fails to reject the hypothesis

that bids are on average the same across treatments with a p-value of 0.225.

In conclusion, the data points to subjects bidding more aggressively in the ag-

gregate than predicted by theory. There is also some evidence of a treatment e¤ect.

Various explanations have been proposed to explain overbidding, including risk aver-

sion, joy of winning e¤ects, anticipated regret, and choice mistakes as formalized

in quantal response equilibrium. As mentioned, not only do we observe bids above

b�k(vk), but also above vk. Therefore, a credible explanation for overbidding should ac-

commodate bids in excess of vk and also be consistent with a mass of bids at bk = vk.

Moreover, a good theory should explain why strategies di¤er across treatments. Sec-

tion 6 examines alternative speci�cations of bidders� utility functions. Section 7

instead considers errors in bidders�decision making and the role of feedback.

6 Beyond Risk Neutrality

We discuss risk aversion, joy of winning, and anticipated regret in the following

section. We emphasize intuition and the relationship to our experiments. Formal

11As a robustness check, we estimate a random e¤ects panel data regression model, controlling
for subject heterogeneity, valuations and auction round e¤ects. Regression results are consistent
with the t-test. Speci�cally, the coe¢ cient on the treatment dummy variable (which equals one
for TL and zero for TS) is negative and statistically signi�cant with a p-value of 0.035. Regression
results are available upon request

12The excluded subjects are not anomalous in terms of their demographic information. Likewise,
there is no evidence of a session e¤ect. Furthermore, as we discuss later, subjects rarely lost money
from overbidding. Finally, note that there are no very frequent overbidders in TL, yet it appears
improbable that all �outliers�were randomly assigned to TS .
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results and more detailed discussions can be found in the Online Appendix.

6.1 Risk Aversion

The Online Appendix derives equilibrium strategies when bidders exhibit constant

absolute risk aversion (CARA). This assumption rules out income e¤ects. In this

case, however, Corollary 1 is una¤ected. Hence, risk aversion of the CARA type

cannot explain di¤erences in behavior between TS and TL.

Moreover, risk aversion cannot explain why bids on average exceed the predictions

from the risk neutral model. In fact, risk aversion of the CARA type theoretically

leads to less aggressive bidding in the uniform price auction compared to risk neu-

trality. The main reason is that a higher bid leads to larger payments in the bad

state where the bidder only wins k � 1 units but unchanged payments in the good
state where he wins k units. Since marginal utility is larger in the bad state, this

e¤ect dampens the incentive to bid aggressively.

Thus, risk aversion is inconsistent with the �level e¤ect� in our experiments,

where bidders more often than not bid more aggressively than in the risk neutral

benchmark.13 Moreover, the previous argument suggests that more risk averse sub-

jects should bid less aggressively than less risk averse subjects. Stated di¤erently,

bids should be �ordered� based on bidders� risk aversion. As detailed in the On-

line Appendix, we do not �nd much evidence for this order-e¤ect in the data when

examining average bids per subject.

6.2 Joy of Winning

Cooper and Fang (2008, page 1580) suggest that a possible explanation of overbidding

in single-unit second-price auctions is �that bidders overbid because they derive

positive utility from winning, over and beyond any monetary payo¤s, which we will

call the �joy of winning�hypothesis.�

13As outlined in the Online Appendix, we �nd that average bids from even the most risk averse
bidders exceed our theoretical prediction.
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There are many ways in which joy of winning can be modeled in our setting,

several of which are pursued formally in the Online Appendix. Here, we outline two

particularly pertinent results, while referring to the Online Appendix for details.14

First, imagine joy of winning derives from winning k rather than k � 1 units.
Then, heterogeneous joy of winning may explain not only why bidding is on average

above b�k but also why it is sometimes below b
�
k. It is intuitive that subjects who

greatly value winning place more aggressive bids. At the other extreme, consider

a subject who experiences no joy of winning but who is aware that other subjects

might. This subject is now more likely to be the lowest bidder and to determine the

price. This gives the subject an incentive to lower his bid further, below b�k. Thus,

heterogenous joy of winning is consistent with a range of bids that are on average

above the benchmark predictions but which include some bids that are lower than

benchmark predictions, as in Figure 1.

Second, assume joy of winning is experienced only if a kth unit is won at a

price strictly below the marginal valuation. Thus, the subject experiences �joy of

winning while being in the money.�Note that any bid below the marginal valuation

guarantees that the subject is in the money, i.e. earns strictly positive monetary

payo¤. However, truthful bidding maximizes the chance of winning k units without

paying more on the last unit than it is worth. Thus, if the feeling of joy from being

in the money is large enough, it is optimal to bid truthfully. Recall that a mass of

bids in both treatments were truthful. Stated di¤erently, this type of joy of winning

may rationalize the �rule of thumb�of bidding truthfully.

Note, however, that these aforementioned e¤ects are not related to the scale of

the experiment. However, by symmetry the ex ante probability that a bidder in a

(n; k;m) treatment is a loser �or fails to win k units �is 1
n
, which is decreasing in

n. Thus, given the kn�m = 1 restriction, auctions with smaller n may be perceived

14On the other hand, it is also important to acknowledge questions surrounding joy of winning.
An anonymous referee pointed to the apparent puzzle that joy of winning cannot explain why
overbidding frequently occurs in second-price sealed-bid auctions but not in English auctions. In
the Online Appendix, we show that even with a speci�c type of joy of winning, truthful bidding is
a dominant strategy in both auctions. However, truthful bidding is �obviously strategy proof� in
the sense of Li (2017) only in the English auction.
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as being more competitive as the bad outcome is more likely. Therefore, if the joy

of winning is greater the more competitive the treatment is, then we would expect

bid distributions to be ordered as in Figure 2(b).15

6.3 Anticipated Regret

Regret refers to situations in which a bidder in hindsight wishes that he could change

his bid. Ozbay and Ozbay (2007) argue that anticipating regret may in�uence bid-

ding behavior in single-item �rst-price auctions. They distinguish between �loser

regret�(having lost and wishing a higher bid had been made) and �winner regret�

(having won at an unnecessarily high price). If the bidder wants to avoid experi-

encing loser (winner) regret, he is justi�ed in bidding higher (lower). Although the

two e¤ects pull in opposite direction, Ozbay and Ozbay�s (2007) experiments suggest

that loser regret has a bigger quantitative e¤ect on behavior than winner regret. The

latter e¤ect is almost negligible in their experiments.

Loser and winner regret look di¤erent in the uniform price auction. First, the

bid of a winner (one that wins k units) does not determine payments. It is the loser

that sets the price. Thus, a winner may regret not bidding lower and losing since he

would then bene�t from paying a lower unit price on the k � 1 units that he does
retain. Second, a loser can regret the outcome for two reasons, since: (i) he is better

o¤ lowering his bid and therefore his payment on k � 1 units, but (ii) he may also
be better o¤ winning the additional kth unit at a higher unit price. Note that in the

latter case, the unit price goes up on the k � 1 units he would have won regardless.
These e¤ects exist in any environment that satis�es the kn �m = 1 restriction.

However, note that k � 1 plays an important role in quantifying the e¤ects. In
particular, increasing the bid (when the bidder was the loser) is more costly the

higher k� 1 is, whereas lowering the bid is more bene�cial the higher k� 1 is. Thus,

15Kagel and Levin (2001) observe a tendency for their human bidder to bid less aggressively
when he faces 3 computer rivals instead of 5 computer rivals. In their setting, the human bidder is,
for any �xed strategy, more likely to win zero units the more rivals he faces. That is, the treatment
with 5 rivals is more competitive than the treatment with 3 rivals. Thus, in both Kagel and Levin
(2001) and in our experiments, bidders are more aggressive the more competitive the treatment is.
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increasing k unambiguously pulls in one direction, namely to make lowering the bid a

more attractive way to deal with anticipated regret. Consequently, anticipated regret

is consistent with less aggressive bidding when k is higher, as in Figure 2(b).

Thus, anticipated regret may explain features both within a treatment and across

treatments. However, it cannot on its own explain why bk > vk is at times observed.

7 Errors in Decision Making

This section begins by noting that subjects do not best respond to the empirical

bid distribution. The losses from suboptimal bidding are generally economically

signi�cant. The section concludes by discussing adventitious reinforcement as a

possible explanation of overbidding.

The Online Appendix complements this section by considering various behavioral

theories that could conceivably explain errors in decision making. Speci�cally, Quan-

tal Response Equilibrium, level-k reasoning, and random bidding are examined. It

is argued that none of these theories have much explanatory power.

7.1 Responding to the Empirical Bid Distribution

Our subjects largely bid more aggressively than predicted by theory. One may ask

what the best response is to the empirical bid distribution. Since rivals are expected

to bid more aggressively, it takes higher bids to win k units. In the case k units are

won, the unit price is expected to be larger. Thus, there is an increased incentive to

submit very low bids to instead bet on winning k � 1 units at a low unit price.
The left panel of Figure 3 depicts the best response to the empirical bid distribu-

tion (abbreviated EBD) for TS.16 For future reference, let b��2 (v2) denote this bidding

strategy. The corresponding �gure for TL is similar and can be found in the Online

Appendix. Note that the best response is below the Nash equilibrium bid and often

very close to zero. Although it is hard to see from the �gure, when v2 > 0 the best

16The circles represent average bids for all subjects with the same rounded value of v2 (rounded
to the nearest integer). The black curve is estimated non-parametrically from this data.
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response is always at least marginally above zero. This is because the empirical bid

distribution has an atom at zero. Thus, bidding marginally above zero produces a

jump in the probability of winning k units.

Thus, actual bidding is far removed from the best response to the empirical bid

distribution. However, the question remains whether this has a signi�cant impact

on payo¤s. The right panel of Figure 3 illustrates expected net payo¤ from the

best response, b��2 (v2).
17 The expected net payo¤ from bidders�actual bids is also

described in the �gure.18 Whenever the latter is negative, the bidder would have

earned higher expected payo¤ with a zero bid. On average, the incremental payo¤

from b��2 (v2) relative to actual bids is $11.96; the maximum di¤erence is $28.89 and

the minimum di¤erence is $0.31.19 Again, this is an average over subjects with the

same v2 so there are instances where the di¤erence is larger. The Online Appendix

documents that the di¤erences are only slightly smaller in the large treatment.

We reiterate that we are evaluating the merits of various strategies in terms of

expected payo¤. That is, we have taken an ex ante perspective, before the rival�s

bid is known. Ex post, which action is better depends on the actual bid by the rival.

The next sub-section is more concerned with the ex post perspective.

7.2 Adventitious reinforcement

Consider the feedback bidders receive following an auction round in terms of the

pro�t earned. Kagel and Levin (1993) suggest that one of the reasons subjects have

di¢ culty learning not to overbid in their experimental second-price auction setting

is that overbidding rarely cost them money. To illustrate that our uniform auction

setting shares this same trait, we look at the occurrence of bk > vk in the TS (TL)

17Details on how net payo¤ is calculated can be found in the Online Appendix.
18As before, we aggregate all v2 values that rounds to the same nearest integer.
19These �gures are expressed in experimental currency units. The exchange rate to CAD is 1/10

so the average incremental payo¤ from best responding translates to CAD 1.196. However, take-
home pay was determined by randomly selecting only 2 out of the 25 rounds. The expected value
of the incremental payo¤ in any given round is therefore only roughly CAD 0.1. Stated di¤erently,
the gain that can be achieved by optimizing behavior in one round is CAD 0.1, but by optimizing
behavior in all periods the gain is CAD 1.196 on average.
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Figure 3: Responding to the empirical bid distribution (EBD) for TS.

treatment and �nd that in only 15% (13%) of these cases did bidders actually earn

negative pro�ts.20 It is just hard to lose money in this auction, given that bidders

are guaranteed to win k�1 units from the outset. In TS, for instance, any bid below
v1+v2
2

is guaranteed to give strictly positive pro�t.

In conclusion, in the majority of these cases a strategy of overbidding results

in positive pro�ts. The potential for this feedback to reinforce overbidding as a

pro�table strategy, or �adventitious reinforcement�, has been cited by Kagel and

Levin (2001) as a possible explanation for why they observe persistent overbidding

in their uniform auction setting. The same observation seems to �t well with the

deviations we observe in our data.

Nevertheless, we note that there is a subtle di¤erence between our set-up and

Kagel and Levin�s. In both Kagel and Levin (1993) and Kagel and Levin (2001),

�reservation utility�can be thought of as zero since there is no strategy that guaran-

20Of these bidders earning negative pro�ts with an overbidding strategy, 48.65% bid at or below
vk in the next round, with the average bid being $18.17 less than vk. Although the remaining 51.35%
of bidders continued to overbid in the auction following negative pro�ts, the degree of overbidding
decreased substantially from $33.56 to $16.50.
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tees the bidder a strictly positive pro�t regardless of rivals�strategies. In our setting,

in contrast, any bid arbitrarily close to zero guarantees the bidder a pro�t arbitrarily

close to v1 in TS and v1 + v2 in TL. Bidding truthfully, or bk = vk, may do worse

than what the subject can guarantee himself by bidding near zero.

Finally, in the Online Appendix we document that bidding errors appear to di-

verge somewhat in later rounds. The errors are larger in the small treatment com-

pared to the large treatment, and the di¤erence in errors is arguably increasing in

the �nal rounds. We note that the two treatments di¤er in how much feedback bid-

ders receive at the end of each round. This is simply because a bidder in the large

treatment has more rival bidders, each of whom submits more bids. Thus, it can be

argued that bidders in the large treatment has more opportunities to learn.

8 Conclusion

This study developed a uniquely tractable theoretical model to experimentally ex-

plore scale e¤ects in multi-unit auctions. Two main e¤ects were observed in the data

from our experiments. Regardless of scale, bidders were found to bid more aggres-

sively than predicted by our theory. This strong presence of overbidding observed

in our study is consistent with the majority of the existing literature. The second

�nding from our experimental data is that although theory predicts bids on the last

unit to be independent of scale, small scale e¤ects were present. Bids were more

aggressive in the small scale relative to the large scale treatment.

The majority of deviations from our theoretical predictions cannot be explained

by risk aversion, as risk aversion actually predicts less aggressive bidding in the

uniform auction. Two alternative extensions of our benchmark model provide more

convincing explanations for deviations. First, we �nd that �joy of winning�may

explain overbidding as well as a portion of the scale e¤ects. Second, �anticipated

regret�also explains both overbidding and scale e¤ects when we incorporate Ozbay

and Ozbay�s (2007) �nding that loser regret dominates winner regret.
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Appendix: Omitted proofs

Proof of Proposition 1. We begin with three preliminary observations.

First, a bidder wins k units as long as he is not the bidder who submits the lowest

bid. In other words, he wins a kth unit if he outbids the lowest bid submitted by a

rival. Given that we will be looking for bidding strategies that are strictly increasing

in equilibrium, this bid is submitted by the rival with the lowest valuation. A bidder

with n � 1 rivals believes that the lowest rival valuation is a random variable with

distribution

F (x) = 1� (1�H(x))n�1 : (3)

Let f(x) denote the density, with f(x) > 0 for all x 2 [vk; vk).
Second, the kn �m = 1 restriction has the implication that equilibrium in the

uniform price auction cannot involve a mass of types bidding zero. A bidder with

type vk > vk who is supposed to bid zero is better o¤ bidding marginally higher than

zero. By so doing, the probability that he wins k units jumps discontinuously, while

his expected payment only increases marginally. In contrast, in the existing literature

it is sometimes the case that bids of zero are made by a mass of types (when the

kn�m = 1 restriction is not met). See the earlier discussion of Engelbrecht-Wiggans,

List and Lucking-Reiley (2006) and Engelbrecht-Wiggans and Kahn (1998).

Third, in our search for a strictly increasing bidding strategy, the �initial con-

dition�is that a bidder with type vk bids bk(vk) = 0. Since the strategy is strictly

increasing, a bidder with type vk who bids bk(vk) wins exactly k�1 units with prob-
ability one. Then, if bk(vk) > 0, such a bidder could pro�tably deviate by bidding

zero and lowering the price he pays for the �rst k � 1 units.
Assume bk(vk), is strictly increasing in vk and therefore di¤erentiable almost

everywhere. Imagine, however, that the bidder bids bk(x), i.e. �pretends� to have

type x rather than vk. His expected utility is

�(xjv1; v2; :::; vk) =

Z x

vk

(v1 + v2 + :::+ vk � kbk(z)) f(z)dz

+(v1 + v2 + :::+ vk�1 � (k � 1) bk(x)) (1� F (x)) ;
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or

�(xjv1; v2; :::; vk) = v1+v2+:::+vk�1+
Z x

vk

(vk � kbk(z)) f(z)dz�(k � 1) bk(x) (1� F (x)) :

To continue, observe that

@�(xjv1; v2; :::; vk)
@x

= (vk � kbk(x)) f(x)� (k � 1) b0k(x)(1� F (x)) + (k � 1) bk(x)f(x)
= (vk � bk(x)) f(x)� (k � 1) b0k(x)(1� F (x)):

If bk is an equilibrium strategy, the bidder�s expected utility is maximized at x = vk.

Hence, the �rst order condition is

(vk � bk(vk)) f(vk)� (k � 1) b0k(vk)(1� F (vk)) = 0:

Whenever vk < vk, the �rst order condition can be written as

b0k(vk)� (vk � bk(vk))
1

k � 1
f(vk)

1� F (vk)
= 0; (4)

or

b0k(vk) + bk(vk)
1

k � 1
f(vk)

1� F (vk)
= vk

1

k � 1
f(vk)

1� F (vk)
which is a �rst-order linear ordinary di¤erential equation. The unique solution is

bk(vk) = e
� 1
k�1

R vk
vk

f(z)
1�F (z)dz

 Z vk

vk

e
1

k�1
R x
vk

f(z)
1�F (z)dzx

1

k � 1
f(x)

1� F (x)dx+ c
!
;

where c is a constant of integration. Simplifying the expression yields

bk(vk) = (1� F (vk))
1

k�1

 Z vk

vk

x
1

k � 1
f(x)

(1� F (x))
k

k�1
dx+ c

!
:

Since bk(vk) = 0, c = 0. In conclusion, the candidate for the equilibrium bid on
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the kth unit is

bk(vk) = (1� F (vk))
1

k�1

Z vk

vk

x
1

k � 1
f(x)

(1� F (x))
k

k�1
dx: (5)

Inserting

1� F (x) = (1�H(x))n�1

and

f(x) = (n� 1) (1�H(x))n�2 h(x);

yields the expression bk(vk) stated in (1). Using integration by parts, the bidding

strategy bk(vk) can also be written as

bk(vk) = vk � vk (1�H(vk))
n�1
k�1 �

Z vk

vk

�
1�H(vk)
1�H(x)

�n�1
k�1

dx;

from which it is seen that bk(vk) < vk for all vk 2 (vk; vk). However, since the last two
terms vanish as vk approaches vk, it holds that bk(vk) = vk. It follows from (4) that

b0k(vk) > 0 for all vk 2 (vk; vk), con�rming that the strategy is strictly increasing.
The �nal step is to prove that given the equilibrium candidate derived above,

there is in fact no incentive to deviate from x = vk. Note that

�(xjv1; v2; :::; vk) = v1 + v2 + :::+ vk�1 + vkF (x)

�
Z x

vk

kbk(z)f(z)dz � (k � 1) bk(x) (1� F (x))

withZ x

vk

kbk(z)f(z)dz =

Z x

vk

k

k � 1

 
(1� F (z))

1
k�1 f(z)

 Z z

vk

y
f(y)

(1� F (y))
k

k�1
dy

!!
dz

= � (1� F (x))
k

k�1

Z x

vk

y
f(y)

(1� F (y))
k

k�1
dy +

Z x

vk

zf(z)dz

= � (k � 1) bk(x) (1� F (x)) +
Z x

vk

zf(z)dz:
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Hence,

�(xjv1; v2; :::; vk) = v1 + v2 + :::+ vk�1 +
Z x

vk

(vk � z) f(z)dz;

which is clearly maximized at x = vk. Thus, there is no incentive to deviate from

the proposed strategy.

Proof of Corollary 1. The proof of Proposition 1 establishes that bk(vk) equals

bk(vk) = vk �
"
vk (1�H(vk))

n�1
k�1 +

Z vk

vk

�
1�H(vk)
1�H(x)

�n�1
k�1

dx

#
:

The ratio n�1
k�1 appears in the exponent of two terms that are both strictly between

zero and one for any vk 2 (vk; vk). Thus, an increase in n�1
k�1 strictly decreases the

terms in the square brackets. Thus, bk(vk) strictly increases for any vk 2 (vk; vk).
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A.1 Discussion of Corollary 1

In order to get a sense of the implications of Corollary 1, Table 3 lists the value

that the ratio n�1
k�1 takes for various combinations of n and k. The number in the

parenthesis describes the number of total units needed to satisfy the kn � m = 1

restriction that we maintain throughout.

To understand the intuition behind Corollary 1, it is useful to brie�y examine a

bidder�s maximization problem. It is established formally in the proof of Proposition

1



nnk 2 3 4
2 2�1

2�1 = 1 (m = 3) 2�1
3�1 =

1
2
(m = 5) 2�1

4�1 =
1
3
(m = 7)

3 3�1
2�1 = 2 (m = 5) 3�1

3�1 = 1 (m = 8) 3�1
4�1 =

2
3
(m = 11)

4 4�1
2�1 = 3 (m = 7) 4�1

3�1 =
3
2
(m = 11) 4�1

4�1 = 1 (m = 15)

Table 3: Illustrating Corollary 1.

1 that the �rst order condition relies critically on the term

1

k � 1
f(vk)

1� F (vk)
=

1

k � 1
(n� 1)� h(vk)
1�H(vk)

: (6)

Imagine a bidder who is considering bidding marginally higher. A marginally higher

bid is of consequence only if the bidder is otherwise the sole bidder who wins only k�1
units. This happens if and only if all other bidders have higher types. Contingent on

this event, the last factor on either side of the equality in (6) captures the marginal

increase in the probability of winning a kth unit by bidding marginally higher. To

win the extra unit, the bidder has to outbid at least one of the rival bidders. On

the other hand, if the increased bid is not su¢ cient to yield a kth unit, then the

higher bid increases the unit price of each of the k � 1 units the bidder would have
won anyway. This downside to bidding higher explains the �rst factor in (6). Note

that the ratio n�1
k�1 emerges on the right hand side of (6), which explains the ratio�s

importance in Corollary 1.

Bids are increasing in the number of rivals, n� 1. The reason is that any bidder
merely has to beat a single rival to win the kth unit. The more rivals there are, the

more likely is it that a marginally higher bid will be su¢ cient to outbid the least

competitive rival. Likewise, bids are decreasing in the number of units, k� 1, that is
acquired if the bidder is the loser. As mentioned above, the higher k�1 is, the higher
are payments when the bidder loses. Hence, there is an incentive to submit lower

bids when k increases. Of course, these properties rely on the fact that m increases

with n and k to maintain kn�m = 1.

Regardless of how H(vk) is obtained, it can be veri�ed that a bidder with type

2



vk expects to pay

EP (vkjn; k;m) =
Z vk

vk

x (n� 1) (1�H(x))n�2 h(x)dx

in total. Hence, the ex ante expected revenue is

ER(n; k;m) = n

Z vk

vk

EP (vk)h(vk)dvk

= n

Z vk

vk

Z vk

vk

x (n� 1) (1�H(x))n�2 h(x)dxh(vk)dvk: (7)

Consider the implications of (7) in the setting in Corollary 1, where H(vk) is con-

structed to be independent of (k; n;m). Then, it is clear from (7) that expected

revenue does not depend on k and m. Thus, holding n �xed, revenue equivalence

exists across all di¤erent (k;m) satisfying nk � m = 1. Recall that the degree of

competition is described by H(vk) and n, neither of which, by construction, changes

with (k;m). Since all these auctions are e¢ cient and yield essentially the same al-

location, it is natural that the revenue equivalence theorem should hold.21 In other

words, expected revenue in Table 3 di¤er only by row, but not by column.

A.2 Alternative experimental designs

We have held H(vk) �xed across (n; k;m). However, there are several other ways

in which H(vk) could be determined. For comparison, consider a model in which

a bidder�s valuations are obtained by independently drawing k values from some

distribution G, and then ordering those valuations in descending order to obtain

v1; v2; :::; vk. In this model,

H(vk) = 1� (1�G(vk))k (8)

21Individual bidders take home di¤erent numbers of units as k and m increase. However, this
fact is immaterial since bidders�types are completely summarized by the value they place on the
last item, which by construction does not change.
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nnk 2 3 4
2 2(2�1)

2�1 = 2 (m = 3) 3(2�1)
3�1 = 3

2
(m = 5) 4(2�1)

4�1 = 4
3
(m = 7)

3 2(3�1)
2�1 = 4 (m = 5) 3(3�1)

3�1 = 3 (m = 8) 4(3�1)
4�1 = 8

3
(m = 11)

4 2(4�1)
2�1 = 6 (m = 7) 3(4�1)

3�1 = 9
2
(m = 11) 4(4�1)

4�1 = 4 (m = 15)

Table 4: Illustrating Corollary 2.

and

h(vk) = k (1�G(vk))k�1 g(vk):

Hence, from (1),

bk(vk) =

Z vk

vk

x
g(x)

1�G(x)
k (n� 1)
k � 1

�
1�G(vk)
1�G(x)

� k(n�1)
k�1

dx:

In this model, it is clear that the ratio k(n�1)
k�1 determines the equilibrium strategy.

Thus, a counterpart to Corollary 1 is immediate.

Corollary 2. Let vk be determined by the lowest of k independent draws from some

distribution function. Then, bk(vk) is strictly increasing in
k(n�1)
k�1 for all vk 2 (vk; vk).

The ratio k(n�1)
k�1 is increasing in n and decreasing in k. Thus, bidders bid more

aggressively on the kth unit the more rivals they face, even though m must increase

at the same time to keep kn � m = 1. After all, if the bidder did not change his

strategy when n (and m) increases, he would be more likely to win only k� 1 units.
Thus, competition has increased, which provides an incentive to bid higher. On the

other hand, when bidders are interested in more units, they bid less aggressively on

the last unit. The reason is that all other bidders are also interested in more units,

which means that the lowest rival type decreases. Since m increases in lockstep with

k, it is as if competition overall decreases when k (and simultaneously m) increases.

Table 4 illustrates how the ratio k(n�1)
k�1 depends on (n; k;m).

Note that in this model, bidders bid the same on the last unit if (n; k;m) is

(3; 2; 5) or (4; 4; 15). Thus, this model also has a clean and testable implication.

However, we prefer to ground our experiments on the model in Corollary 1 and

4



Table 3. In this model, by design, the distribution of vk is the same regardless of

(n; k;m). As noted after Corollary 1, this means that when bidding strategies are

the same in two treatments, the distribution of a bidder�s bid on the last unit is

also the same in the two treatments. This is not the case in the model in Table

3, where the distribution of vk di¤er from treatment to treatment. Thus, identical

bidding strategies across treatments do not translate into identical individual bid

distributions. In other words, the model in Corollary 1 makes statistical testing

easier.

A.3 Risk aversion

Allowing for risk aversion entails one potential complication. As mentioned in Section

2, the restriction to kn�m = 1 essentially endows bidders with k � 1 units. Thus,
it is as if a bidder starts with �income�of v1 + v2 + ::: + vk�1. With risk aversion,

an income e¤ect may thus be present. Hence, bids on the last unit may in principle

depend on v1 + v2 + ::: + vk�1. To overcome this complication, it is assumed in the

following that bidders exhibit constant absolute risk aversion (CARA). That is, the

Bernoulli utility of wealth w is

u(w) =
1� e�rw

r
;

where r > 0 measures the degree of risk aversion. In the limit, the agent is risk

neutral when r ! 0, as u(w) in that case approaches w. The CARA assumption

eliminates the income e¤ect described above. Thus, the bid on the last unit is once

again a function of vk only. Proposition 2 generalizes Proposition 1 by characterizing

the equilibrium in the uniform price auction for CARA utility.22

Proposition 2. In the uniform price auction with CARA utility, the unique equilib-

22It can be veri�ed that the strategy in Proposition 2 converges to the strategy in Proposition 1
as r ! 0.
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rium in symmetric, di¤erentiable, and strictly increasing strategies is

bk(vk) = �
1

r
ln

 Z vk

vk

e�rx
h(x)

1�H(x)
n� 1
k � 1

�
1�H(vk)
1�H(x)

�n�1
k�1

dx+ (1�H(vk))
n�1
k�1

!
;

(9)

for all vk 2 [vk; vk] ; with bk(vk) < vk for all vk 2 (vk; vk) and bk(vk) = vk.

Proof. We follow the same steps as in the proof of Proposition 1. A bidder with type

vk who bids bids bk(x) faces expected utility of

�(xjv1; v2; :::; vk) =

Z x

vk

1� e�r(v1+v2+:::+vk�kbk(z))
r

f(z)dz

+
1� e�r(v1+v2+:::+vk�1�(k�1)bk(x))

r
(1� F (x)) ;

/
Z x

vk

�
�e�r(vk�kbk(z))

�
f(z)dz +

�
�e�r(�(k�1)bk(x))

�
(1� F (x)) ;

where F (x) and f(x) are de�ned as in Proposition 1. Maximizing �(xjv1; v2; :::; vk) is
independent of (v1 + v2 + :::+ vk�1), thus validating the claim that bk depends only

on vk. For interior vk, the �rst order condition must be satis�ed at x = vk, which

yields
1� e�r(vk�bk(vk))

r
f(vk)� (k � 1) b0k(vk) (1� F (vk)) = 0:

Rearranging,

�re�rbk(vk)b0k(vk)� (k � 1)
1� F (vk)
f(vk)

= e�rvk � e�rbk(vk):

Changing variables, let ck(vk) = e�rbk(vk). Then, the above condition becomes

c0k(vk) (k � 1)
1� F (vk)
f(vk)

= e�rvk � ck(vk);

which is a �rst-order linear di¤erential equation. Since bk(vk) = 0, the initial

condition is that ck(vk) = 1. Solving the di¤erential equation and computing

6



bk(vk) = �1
r
ln ck(vk) yields (9) as stated in the proposition. As in the proof of

Proposition 1, it can be veri�ed that there is no incentive to deviate.

It is useful to note that for a �xed r and �xed H, the bidding strategy depends

only on n�1
k�1 . That is, Corollary 1 extends to CARA utility. Thus, the discussion in

Section A.1 of this Online Appendix still applies. In particular, risk aversion of the

CARA type cannot explain di¤erences in bidding behavior between a uniform price

auction with (n; k;m) = (2; 2; 3) and one with (n; k;m) = (3; 3; 8).

Corollary 3. Holding H(vk) �xed and assuming CARA utility, bk(vk) is strictly

increasing in n�1
k�1 for all vk 2 (vk; vk).

Proof. Following the same steps as in Corollary 1 proves the result.

Next, consider changes in the level of risk aversion. A marginal increase in one�s

bid has two e¤ects. First, it makes the good state (winning k units) more likely and

the bad state (winning k � 1 units) less likely. Second, depending on the auction,
it may change the value of the two states. For instance, Holt (1980) examines

risk aversion in a single-unit �rst-price auction. In such an auction, a higher bid

diminishes the value of winning. That is, the good state decreases in value. Since

marginal utility is decreasing under risk aversion, however, this negative e¤ect is less

of a deterrence to bidding higher. Hence, Holt (1980) concludes that risk aversion

leads to more aggressive bidding in a single-unit �rst-price auction.

Higher bids have a markedly di¤erent e¤ect in a multi-unit uniform price auction.

As before, it makes the good state more likely. However, contingent on the good state,

a higher bid does not a¤ect payments at all, since these are determined by the bid

submitted by the losing rival. Instead, it is the value of the bad state that diminishes.

Recall that in the bad state, where the bidder wins only k � 1 units, it is his own
bid that determines the unit price. Hence, a higher bid leads to larger payments in

the bad state but unchanged payments in the good state. Since marginal utility is

larger in the bad state, there is less of an incentive to bid aggressively. In short, risk

aversion leads to less aggressive bidding in the uniform price auction.
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Corollary 4. Assuming CARA utility, bk(vk) is strictly decreasing in r for all vk 2
(vk; vk). Thus, bids are less aggressive when bidders are risk averse than when they

are risk neutral.

Proof. From Proposition 2,

bk(vk) = ln

 Z vk

vk

e�rx
h(x)

1�H(x)
n� 1
k � 1

�
1�H(vk)
1�H(x)

�n�1
k�1

dx+ (1�H(vk))
n�1
k�1

!� 1
r

or

ebk(vk) =

 Z vk

vk

e�rx
h(x)

1�H(x)
n� 1
k � 1

�
1�H(vk)
1�H(x)

�n�1
k�1

dx+ (1�H(vk))
n�1
k�1

!� 1
r

:

Fix vk 2 (vk; vk) and di¤erentiate the right hand side of the last expression with
respect to r. This yields

1

r2

 Z vk

vk

e�rx
h(x)

1�H(x)
n� 1
k � 1

�
1�H(vk)
1�H(x)

�n�1
k�1

dx+ (1�H(vk))
n�1
k�1

!� 1
r
�1

�
 Z vk

vk

(�x) e�rx h(x)

1�H(x)
n� 1
k � 1

�
1�H(vk)
1�H(x)

�n�1
k�1

dx

!
;

which is strictly negative for all vk 2 (vk; vk). Hence, ebk(vk) and thus bk(vk) must be
strictly decreasing in r for vk 2 (vk; vk).

The closest related theoretical result that we are aware of appears in Kagel and

Levin (2001, footnote 6). Recall that their setting involves a single bidder who

demands two units competing with a set of bidders with unit demand. The latter

are pre-programmed to use the weakly dominant strategy of bidding truthfully. Kagel

and Levin observe that the former bidder should bid strictly less on the second unit

when he is risk averse compared to the case where he is risk neutral. However, since

the behavior of his competitors is �xed, his maximization problem essentially reduces

to a standard decision problem. In contrast, in our setting all bidders strategically

8



Gamble Choice 1 2 3 4 5 6
Small Treatment:
Mean of Avg Bids per Subject 53.52 23.92 42.52 37.64 44.76 42.56
Count of Bidders 3 1 14 8 5 7
Large Treatment:
Mean of Avg Bids per Subject 31.64 43.76 35.43 42.19 25.91 42.90
Count of Bidders 4 4 9 7 4 8

Table 5: Summary of Risk Preferences Across Treatments.

adjust their behavior simultaneously when risk preferences change.

Note that the above formal results assume that all bidders are equally risk averse.

However, the intuition given in the paragraph preceding Corollary 4 suggests that if

bidders di¤er in their degree of risk aversion, then a bidder�s best response to others�

strategies entail less aggressive bidding the more risk averse he is. Thus, we may

expect more risk averse bidders to bid less aggressively.

The subjects in our experiments appear to have heterogenous risk preferences.

Individual risk preferences were elicited in Part 3 of the experiment using an in-

centivized lottery choice method involving six gambles adapted from Cadsby et al

(2015). Details are provided at the end of the Online Appendix.

Table 5 reports the number of subjects in each treatment that selected each of

the gambles and the average bids on the kth unit. Starting with Gamble 1 in which

the payo¤s from Event A and B were identical, the subsequent �ve gambles increase

in both expected payo¤ and variance. Gamble 5 and 6 each contain a lottery with

the same expected monetary payo¤, but Gamble 6 has a much higher variance that

would only be favorable to a subject with non risk averse preferences.

Table 5 does not suggest any systematic relationship between average bids and

risk preferences. Moreover, using a t-test, we test the null hypothesis that the mean

of average bids from the most risk averse bidders (those selecting Gambles 1�3) is

less than or equal to the mean of the risk-neutral prediction of $25. We reject this

hypothesis with a p-value below 0.01 for both treatments.

We conclude that risk preferences appears to have little explanatory power in

9



deviations of bids away from b�k.

A.4 Joy of winning

We consider three versions of joy of winning. The last two are inspired by Goeree,

Holt, and Palfrey (2002).

A.4.1 Joy of being a winner

Subjects in our experiments are provided with a private vector of valuations, here

referred to as (w1; w2; :::; wk), that together with bids determine their monetary

compensation. The idea is that this vector ideally describes their true preferences,

(v1; v2; :::; vk). However, it is possible that bidders care about more than just mone-

tary compensation in the auction. In particular, imagine that a bidder experiences a

�joy of winning�when he wins k rather than k� 1 units. In this case, the valuation
on the kth unit that we provide (wk) underestimates the bidder�s true type, i.e. his

true willingness-to-pay for the last unit (vk). Equivalently, the distribution H(wk)

that we use to draw valuations no longer accurately describes the distribution from

which bidders�true types are drawn. Proposition 1 is then less useful as a bench-

mark. Nevertheless, several of the important qualitative predictions are robust to

the inclusion of a joy of winning e¤ect, at least under some assumptions.

First, assume the joy of winning is independent of the sum w1+ww+:::+wk�1 that

the bidder has been endowed with by the researcher. However, the joy of winning

may depend on wk. Second, assume for now that the joy of winning is independent

of (n; k;m). Thus, the true willingness-to-pay for the kth unit, vk, is a function of wk
and the joy of winning only. Without loss of generality, we can write vk = wk+p(wk),

where p(wk) captures the joy of winning (which may or may not be a function of

wk). Let J(vk) denote the marginal distribution of vk. Assume J(vk) is strictly

increasing and continuously di¤erentiable on its support, with density j(vk) > 0.

Assume independence across bidders. To have a well-de�ned game, assume also that

J(vk) is common knowledge amongst bidders (but unknown to the researcher). The

10



equilibrium strategy can now be derived as in Proposition 1, with J in place of H.

Then, Corollaries 1, 2, and 4, are una¤ected. Thus, under these assumptions, joy

of winning does not change any of the conclusions that involve comparisons across

treatments. Thus, bidders with the same vk should submit the same equilibrium

bids in our two treatments. Recall, however, that vk is unknown to the researcher.

Nevertheless, the distribution of bids should coincide across treatments.

Assume that the joy of winning is non-negative, or p � 0. Hence, vk � wk for any
given bidder. That is, if the researcher has given the bidder valuation wk, his true

willingness-to-pay is no smaller than wk. It is important to note that it is possible to

account for the possibility that bidders are hardwired with di¤erent degrees of joy of

winning by assuming that p is stochastic, or a noisy function of wk. Note also that

the joy of winning is private information unless p is constant (non-stochastic) and

independent of wk.

Since the true willingness-to-pay weakly exceeds wk, J �rst order stochastically

dominates H. In this sense, the auction environment is more competitive when a

joy of winning is present. Here we impose the slightly stronger condition that J

dominates H in terms of the hazard rate, or

j(x)

1� J(x) �
h(x)

1�H(x)

for any x that is in the support of both distribution functions. The support of J is

the unknown interval [vk; vk], while the support of H is speci�ed by the researcher.

Let the latter be denoted [wk; wk], with vk � wk and vk � wk. Let b
H
k (wk) denote

the bidding strategy in the uniform price auction in the absence of a joy of winning

e¤ect. Recall from Proposition 1 that equilibrium bids fall in the interval [0; wk].

Similarly, let bJk (vk) denote the bidding strategy with a joy of winning, with range

[0; vk]. Finally, let 'Hk (bk) and '
J
k (bk) denote the inverse of b

H
k (wk) and b

J
k (vk), re-

spectively. Thus, the probability that a bidder in the benchmark model bids below bk
is H('Hk (bk)), whereas it is J('

J
k (bk)) in the model with a joy of winning component.

The e¤ects of joy of winning on bidding behavior are somewhat subtle. For a

�rst comparison, imagine that vk = wk. That is, we are considering a bidder who

11



experiences no joy of winning, p = 0, but who is aware that other bidders might.

This bidder is then more likely to be the bidder with the lowest valuation in the joy

of winning scenario than in the benchmark model. Thus, his bid is more likely to

determine the price. This gives the bidder an incentive to lower his bid further, or

bJk (vk) � bHk (wk) when vk = wk. Second, imagine in contrast that the joy of winning
is large enough that J(vk) = H(wk). That is, the bidder sits at the same quantile

in the two scenarios, yet vk � wk. With increasing bidding strategies, the bidder is
thus equally likely to win in either scenario. However, the bidder is more eager to

win in the scenario involving joy of winning, since vk � wk. Thus, he has more of

an incentive to increase his bid. Hence, holding �xed the quantile, J(vk) = H(wk),

bids are higher with joy of winning. This implies that J('Jk (bk)) � H('Hk (bk)) for

all bk 2 [0; wk], i.e. that the distribution of bids in the joy of winning scenario �rst
order stochastically dominates the distribution of bids in the benchmark model.

The following Proposition summarizes the e¤ects of joy of winning. The formal

proof relies on hazard rate dominance.

Proposition 3. Assume J dominates H in terms of the hazard rate. Then, (i)

bJk (vk) � bHk (wk) when vk = wk and (ii) J('Jk (bk)) � H('Hk (bk)) for all bk 2 [0; wk].

Proof. With the understanding that H(x) = 0 for any x � wk, the benchmark

equilibrium strategy as stated in Corollary 1 can be expressed as

bHk (wk) = wk �
Z wk

0

�
1�H(wk)
1�H(x)

�n�1
k�1

dx

for all wk 2 [wk; wk]. A similar expression characterizes bJk (vk). Thus, when wk = vk,

bHk (wk)� bJk (wk) =
Z wk

0

 �
1� J(wk)
1� J(x)

�n�1
k�1

�
�
1�H(wk)
1�H(x)

�n�1
k�1
!
dx:

Now, hazard rate dominance implies that

1� J(wk)
1� J(x) �

1�H(wk)
1�H(x)
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for all x � wk; see (1.B.4) in Shaked and Shanthikumar (2007). Thus, bHk (wk) �
bJk (wk) � 0, which proves the �rst part of the proposition.
For the second part, it is more convenient to formulate the problem in terms of

the inverse bidding strategy, since the ultimate goal is to compare J('Jk (bk)) and

H('Hk (bk)). Note that the �rst part of the proposition implies that '
H
k (bk) � 'Jk (bk)

for all bk 2 [0; wk]. Let F (x) be determined as in (3), with f(x) denoting the density.
Given other bidders follow the strategy 'Hk (bk) in the benchmark model, a bidder

with type (w1; :::; wk) must pick bk to maximizeZ bk

0

(w1+:::+wk�kx)f('Hk (x))'H0k (x)dx+(w1 + :::+ wk�1 � (k � 1) bk)
�
1� F ('Hk (bk))

�
:

In equilibrium, the �rst order condition must be satis�ed where wk = 'Hk (bk), which

produces the condition that

n� 1
k � 1

h('Hk (bk))'
H0
k (bk)

1�H('Hk (bk))
=

1

'Hk (bk)� bk

or

�n� 1
k � 1

d ln
�
1�H('Hk (bk))

�
dbk

=
1

'Hk (bk)� bk
;

with an obvious counterpart in the scenario with a joy of winning. Thus, for any

bk 2 (0; wk), it holds that

�n� 1
k � 1

d ln
�
1�H('Hk (bk))

�
dbk

=
1

'Hk (bk)� bk

� 1

'Jk (bk)� bk

= �n� 1
k � 1

d ln
�
1� J('Jk (bk))

�
dbk

;

or
d ln

�
1� J('Jk (bk))

�
dbk

�
d ln

�
1�H('Hk (bk))

�
dbk

:

Since ln
�
1� J('Jk (bk))

�
and ln

�
1�H('Hk (bk))

�
coincide at bk = 0, it now follows
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that the former is weakly larger than the latter. The implication is that J('Jk (bk)) �
H('Hk (bk)), as stated in the second part of the proposition.

The second part of Proposition 3 is largely consistent with Figure 2(a) in Section

5, which shows that the distribution of bids in our experiments mostly dominates

the distribution of bids in the theoretical benchmark.

The �rst part of Proposition 3 is perhaps even more interesting. Fix some wk
that the subject has been endowed with by the researcher. Since vk is allowed to be

a noisy function of wk, we would not necessarily expect to see the same bid made by

all bidders that have been endowed with the same wk. In other words, heterogeneity

in the joy of winning can explain heterogeneity in bidding. Moreover, a bidder with

zero joy of winning (vk = wk) would bid less aggressively than suggested by the

benchmark strategy. Again, the reason is that he fears other bidders�behavior is

in�uenced by a joy of winning e¤ect. On the other hand, a bidder with a large joy of

winning component would bid more aggressively than stipulated by the benchmark

strategy. Thus, bids on either side of the benchmark strategy are possible. That

is, heterogenous joy of winning is consistent with a range of bids spanning both

�underbidding� and �overbidding�. See Figure 1. Moreover, as mentioned above,

the second part of Proposition 3 implies that bidding in the aggregate (as measured

by the distribution of bids) is more aggressive under joy of winning.

Thus, contrary to risk aversion, joy of winning is on its own consistent with the

data within a given treatment. However, it is hard to rule out that joy of winning

and risk aversion play a role simultaneously.

A caveat to Proposition 3 is that the model assumes that the bidder is free to

submit any non-negative bid. In practice, we imposed a bid cap in the experiments

in order to prevent subjects from accumulating large (monetary) losses. The bid

cap was set at wk, which may be a binding constraint if the joy of winning is large.

Although the details are omitted here, it is not hard to establish the consequences

of a binding bid cap. In particular, any bidder whose type is below an endogenously

determined threshold will continue to use the strategy in Proposition 1 (with J in

place of H). The bids of such types are bounded away from the bid cap. Types
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above the threshold submit bids that are identical to the bid cap, implying that the

bidding strategy is discontinuous at the threshold. Importantly, however, Corollaries

1 and 3 continue to hold for the set of types below the threshold.

There is no unique way to model joy of winning. Goeree, Holt, and Palfrey (2002)

discuss a di¤erent version of joy of winning, in the context of a single-item �rst-price

auction. In their case, a bidder experiences joy of winning only as long as the

monetary payo¤ is positive. Their notion can be extended to our multi-unit setting

in at least two di¤erent ways. As we show next, each has di¤erent implications.

The more interesting model may explain why a mass of bids in the experiments are

truthful.

A.4.2 Joy of being in the money

Proposition 3 assumes that the joy of winning is independent of the bidder�s payment.

The bidder simply experiences some additional positive feeling if he wins, which

justi�es higher bids. Indeed, the joy of winning may be so large that it is rational to

bid above the monetary valuation for the kth unit.

Goeree, Holt, and Palfrey (2002) discuss another version of joy of winning in

the context of a single-item �rst-price auction. Their notion of joy of winning is

captured by bidders having �a jump in their utility function, for positive earnings.�

Their interpretation is that the bidder experiences a joy of �being in the money.�

Thus, in the single-item setting, there is a discontinuity in the payo¤ from winning at

a price equal to the monetary valuation. To experience the joy of being in the money,

it is assumed that the bidder must (i) win the item for sale and (ii) earn strictly

positive pro�t. Of course, in their single-item setting, (ii) implies (i). However,

extending Goeree, Holt, and Palfrey�s (2002) idea from a single-item to a multi-unit

setting is not necessarily unambiguous. In the following, assume that any joy of being

in the money is additive; the bidder�s payo¤ is the sum of pro�t and, potentially, a

term that captures the psychological e¤ect of winning. As before, let p � 0 denote
the latter.

For a �rst attempt at a generalization, assume that the bidder experiences a
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joy of being in the money if he earns strictly positive pro�t. Then, the strategy

identi�ed in Proposition 1 remains the equilibrium strategy. The reason is that

following the strategy in Proposition 1 guarantees strictly positive pro�t, and so

p is just an irrelevant additive constant that does not change incentives. That is,

the bidder�s equilibrium bid depends on wk as described in Proposition 1 and p is

irrelevant. The same conclusions are obtained if the bidder earns p if and only if the

unit price is strictly less than the monetary valuation of the last unit acquired. Thus,

accommodating joy of being in the money in this way does not alter the conclusions

in Section 3 at all. Note that in either case, p can be realized even if the bidder only

wins k � 1 units.

A.4.3 Joy of winning while in the money

A �nal way of modelling joy of winning is to combine the two previous models.

Speci�cally, assume that the bidders earns p only if he wins k units and pays strictly

less than wk per unit, where wk is the monetary value provided by the experimenter.

Now, note that bidding truthfully, bk = wk, maximizes the chance of winning k units

at a price below wk. The larger p is, the greater is the incentive to bid close to

wk. To �x ideas, assume that p is constant (non-stochastic) and independent of wk.

Then, if p is su¢ ciently large, there is an equilibrium where the bidding strategy is

bk(wk) = wk, as established in the next Proposition.

Proposition 4. Assume bidders experience a �xed joy of winning worth p > 0 if and
only if they win k units at a price strictly below wk per unit. Then, if p is su¢ ciently

large, there exists an equilibrium of the uniform price auction where bk(wk) = wk.

Proof. Assume all other bidders use the strategy bk(wk) = wk. Expected payo¤ from

bidding x is then obtained by modifying the expression in the proof of Proposition

1,

�(xjw1; w2; :::; wk) =

Z x

vk

(w1 + w2 + :::+ wk + pIz<wk � kz) f(z)dz

+(w1 + w2 + :::+ wk�1 � (k � 1)x) (1� F (x)) ;
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where Iz<wk is an indicator function that is one if z < wk and zero otherwise. This

variable captures the assumption that the bidder earns p if and only if he wins k units

at a per-unit price strictly below wk. Although Bernoulli utility is discontinuous in

z, expected utility is continuous and di¤erentiable in x. The �rst derivative is

@�(xjw1; w2; :::; wk)
@x

= (wk + pIx<vk � x) f(x)� (k � 1) (1� F (x))

= (1�H(x))n�2 [(wk + pIx<vk � x) (n� 1)h(x)� (k � 1) (1�H(x))] :

Recall that h(x) > 0 for all x 2 [wk; wk]. Thus, the �rst derivative is strictly positive
for all x < wk if p is large enough. Hence, it cannot be optimal to bid strictly below

wk. On the other hand, the �rst derivative is strictly negative for all x > wk. Hence,

it is a best response to bid truthfully when p is large.

Proposition 4 illustrates that the model is consistent with a mass of bids being

truthful, as is observed in our data. The proof of the proposition relies on the

discontinuity in payo¤ at bk = wk that is implied by this particular model of joy of

winning. This discontinuity disappears if bidders instead realize p when they win

k units and earn strictly positive pro�ts. This is the case in the �rst model we

presented of �joy of being in the money.�

We have now examined various versions of joy of winning. Generally, joy of

winning entices bidders to bid more aggressively, at least in the aggregate. The

version of the model in Proposition 4 can even account for truthful bidding by a

mass of bidders. The model in Proposition 3 can explain why some bids are below

the risk neutral benchmark as well.

A.4.4 Obviously strategy proof mechanisms with joy of win-

ning

An anonymous referee raised the point that joy of winning seems inconsistent with

the fact that overbidding often occurs in single-unit second-price sealed-bid auctions

(SPA) but not in English auctions; see e.g. Kagel, Harstad, and Levin (1987). After
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all, it does not seem reasonable to assume that bidders experience joy of winning in

the SPA but not in the English auction.

Recently, Li (2017) has o¤ered a potential explanation for why overbidding occurs

more frequently in the SPA. First, truthful bidding is a dominant strategy in both

auctions, at least with �standard� preferences. However, Li (2017) formalizes the

idea that the English auction is easier to understand than the SPA. Speci�cally,

truthful bidding is �obviously strategy proof�in the English auction but not in the

SPA. His argument, supported by the experimental evidence that he provides, is that

this distinction between the two auctions plays a non-trivial role in explaining why

truthful bidding is more prevalent in the English auction than in the SPA.

Here, we show that bidders who experience �joy of winning while being in the

money�still have a dominant strategy of bidding truthfully in both auctions. How-

ever, as in Li (2017), truthful bidding is obviously strategy proof only in the English

auction. The rest of Li�s (2017) argument now applies. This, then, provides one

possible explanation for overbidding in the SPA but not in the English auction, even

when joy of winning is a factor.

To begin, recall that joy of winning while being in the money means that the bid-

der earns an additional payo¤ p > 0 if and only if he wins the unit at a price strictly

less than his valuation, v. Bidding more than v risks winning the unit at a price above

v, in which case p is not realized. Thus, truthful bidding weakly dominates over-

bidding in both the English auction and the SPA. Similarly, truthful bidding weakly

dominates underbidding. Hence, truthful bidding is a weakly dominant strategy.

However, truthful bidding is not obviously strategy proof in the SPA. The reason

is that the best outcome �winning at a low price �from overbidding is strictly better

than the worst outcome � losing the auction � from bidding truthfully. However,

truthful bidding is obviously strategy proof in the English auction. The logic is the

same as in Li (2017). In brief, the earliest point at which overbidding departs from

truthful bidding is when the price has reached v. At this point, the joy of winning

falls away. The best outcome from continuing to bid is to lose the auction. This is

no better than dropping out of the auction right away.
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A.5 Best responses and net payo¤

To calculate expected payo¤as reported in Figure 3 for the small treatment, we begin

by considering a subject with valuations v1 and v2. The rival bid on the second unit

is a random variable, B, with empirical distribution G(�). His expected payo¤ from
bidding b is

v1 + v2G(b)� 2G(b)E[BjB � b]� b(1�G(b));

since he may win, and pay for, one or two units. Of course, v1 is an additive constant

that does not in�uence the maximization problem. Hence, we compute the �net�

expected payo¤

v2G(b)� 2G(b)E[BjB � b]� b(1�G(b));

which makes it possible to aggregate across all subjects with the same v2, even if

they do not have the same v1. Note that at b = 0, net expected payo¤ is v2G(0),

which is near zero since there is only a small atom at b = 0.

We calculate net expected payo¤ in the large treatment in an analogous way.

Here, we eliminate v1+ v2 from the problem since the bidder is guaranteed to win at

least two units. Consequently, only v3 enters the reduced problem. Figure 4 is the

counterpart to Figure 3. On average, the incremental pro�t from the best response

relative to actual bids is $9.04; the maximum di¤erence in pro�t is $26.21 and the

minimum di¤erence is $0.05.

Note that in either treatment, it is bidders with low and medium-sized values of

vk that loses the most by not best responding. These are the bidders that generally

bid much too aggressively compared to the best response.

A.6 Downside Risk and Quantal Response Equilib-

rium

Goeree, Holt, and Palfrey (2002) contains an illuminating discussion of how the cost

of making mistakes may shape subjects� behavior in auctions. Starting from the

equilibrium bid, imagine, for instance, that it is very costly in terms of foregone
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Figure 4: Responding to the empirical bid distribution (EBD) for TL.

expected utility to bid slightly lower, while the loss from bidding slightly higher is

much less dramatic. In such a case, we might expect bidders to be more careful not

to bid too low, which in turn could explain a tendency for overbidding in the auction.

The proof of Proposition 1 establishes that a bidder with type (v1; :::; vk) who

bids bk(x) earns expected payo¤ of

�(xjv1; v2; :::; vk) = v1 + v2 + :::+ vk�1 +
Z x

vk

(vk � z) f(z)dz

in the uniform price auction. Note that the bidder�s expected payo¤ is maximized

at x = vk, i.e. when he follows the equilibrium strategy. De�ne the loss as the

di¤erence between �(vkjv1; v2; :::; vk) and �(xjv1; v2; :::; vk), which is independent of
v1; v2; ::; vk�1. Thus, we write the loss as L(x; vkjn; k;m). Assume that vk is uniformly
distributed. That is, H(vk) =

vk
vk
, for vk 2 [0; vk] with vk > 0. We focus on the

two cases where (n; k;m) = (2; 2; 3) and (n; k;m) = (3; 3; 8), respectively. Our
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Figure 5: L(x; 50j2; 2; 3) (thin blue curve) and L(x; 50j3; 3; 8) (fat red curve) when
vk = 100.

experiments �t this description. Then, the loss functions are

L(x; vkj2; 2; 3) =
(vk � x)2

2vk
;

L(x; vkj3; 3; 8) =
(vk � x)2

2vk
� 6vk � 2vk � 4x

3vk
:

As a function of x, L(x; vkj2; 2; 3) is clearly symmetric around vk. It can likewise be
veri�ed that

L(vk � t; vkj3; 3; 8) > L(vk + t; vkj3; 3; 8)

for all t > 0 for which 0 � vk � t < vk + t � vk. Thus, in either case, it is weakly
worse to bid as if one�s type is some amount lower than as if one�s type is the same

amount higher. Figure 5 illustrates the loss functions for vk = 50 when vk = 100.

However, as in Goeree, Holt, and Palfrey (2002) it is more natural to think about

deviations more directly in terms of bids, which are after all the bidder�s action.

Given the aforementioned assumptions, the equilibrium strategy in the uniform price

auction as described in Proposition 1 reduces to
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bk(vk) = v + (vk � v) ln
�
vk � v
vk

�
: (10)

Note that bk(vk) is strictly convex in vk. Now compare a decrease in the bidder�s

bid with a same-sized increase. Due to the convex bidding function, the former is

equivalent to bidding as if one�s type is much lower, whereas the latter is equivalent

to bidding as if one�s type is only somewhat higher. Combining these observations

implies that the loss from bidding lower than the equilibrium bid exceeds the loss

from bidding higher than the equilibrium bid.

Proposition 5 (Downside risk). Assume vk is uniformly distributed on [0; vk] and
that (n; k;m) = (2; 2; 3) or (n; k;m) = (3; 3; 8). Then, decreasing the bid below the

equilibrium bid in (10) yields a strictly larger loss than is produced by a same-sized

increase in the bid.

In summary, both treatments entail downside risk in the sense of Goeree, Holt,

and Palfrey (2002). Thus, downside risk appears at �rst blush to be consistent with

the observed overbidding in our experiments.

However, it is also of interest to ask whether downside risk may explain the

di¤erences across treatments. Goeree, Holt, and Palfrey (2002) compare two single-

item �rst-price auctions that di¤er in how types are determined. In their experiments,

subjects in the treatment with greater downside risk were more prone to overbidding.

The proposition is silent on which treatment has greater downside risk. Generally,

this depends on the bidder�s type and which bid he deviates to. However, when

vk =
1
2
vk, an unambiguous ranking is obtained. In this case, downside losses are

larger and upside losses smaller in the (n; k;m) = (3; 3; 8) treatment than in the

(n; k;m) = (2; 2; 3) treatment; see Figure 5. Thus, in response to the strategy

in (10), the conjecture is that a bidder with type vk = 1
2
vk is more aggressive in

the (n; k;m) = (3; 3; 8) treatment compared to the (n; k;m) = (2; 2; 3) treatment.

However, bidders are generally more aggressive in the (n; k;m) = (2; 2; 3) treatment.

Thus, at this point downside risk seems inconsistent with observed behavior across

treatments. Incidentally, Figure 5 has the exact same qualitative properties as the
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motivating �gure in Goeree, Holt, and Palfrey (2002). We also note that large

deviations from equilibrium bidding carries non-trivial costs.

The caveat to these arguments is that it is taken as given that rival bidders follow

the equilibrium bidding strategy in (2). However, the best response changes as soon

as it is understood that rival bidders react to downside risk. Thus, Goeree, Holt, and

Palfrey (2002) turn to Quantal Response Equilibrium (QRE) as a way to formally

incorporate into the solution that players take other�s decision errors into account.

We test QRE in the following way. First, we take the empirical distribution

of rival bids in each treatment as given. The idea is that this is derived from some

underlying QRE. Now, for any given value of vk, the optimal response to the empirical

distribution of rival bids can be calculated. Let b��k (vk) denote this best response

(assuming risk neutrality). A loss function can then be computed by determining

the loss in pro�ts resulting from a bid that deviates from b��k (vk). The loss function is

of course minimized at b��k (vk). The idea is to use the loss function to check whether

observed behavior is in fact consistent with QRE. The key prediction of QRE is that

a bidder�s propensity to bid bk is inversely related to the loss. Consequently, for

bidders with type vk, the mode of the bid distribution should be at b��k (vk).
23

We illustrate this thought experiment in Figure 6, for two di¤erent values of vk.

To begin, consider vk = 92. In TS, the loss function is fairly symmetric around b��k .

However, we see that the mode of the bid distribution is far to the right of b��k . This

is also the case in TL, albeit the loss function is much more asymmetric in that case.

Thus, the shape of the bid distribution is not consistent with QRE. However, losses

from deviations from b��k are small in this case.

Consider next vk = 50. Recall that rivals are bidding more aggressively than

predicted by the benchmark model. Thus, it requires higher bids to win. For this

reason, it is often optimal for subjects with lower types to bid zero or close to zero.

Low bids guarantee a very high pro�t on the �rst k � 1 units. Higher bids erode
this pro�t and are not even likely to win the kth unit given the aggressive bidding

23In practice, we estimate the density of observed bids corresponding to this �xed vk within a
$1 range (i.e. for all valuations between vk � 1 and vk + 1). This is to ensure enough observations
to estimate a density non-parametrically.
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by rivals. This explains the shape of the loss functions in Figure 6 for vk = 50. Note

how far the mode of bids are from b��k . Moreover, losses are non-trivial in this case.

Thus, we conclude that variations in bids cannot be well explained by QRE.

A.7 Overbidding

Figure 7 describes how often bids in excess of valuation, bk > vk, were submitted in

the last 19 rounds. As described in the paper, overbidding is more frequent in TS
than in TL. More bidders overbid in TS and those that overbid are more likely to do

so more often.

The number of overbids by any given subject is at most 11 in TL and at most

19 in TS. Thus, there are more frequent overbidders among the subjects in TS. In

TS, there are 5 subjects who overbid 15 times, or at least 75% of the time. This

corresponds to 13% of all bidders in TS or 19% of all the bidders who overbid. These

are arguably relatively large proportions and so it is not obvious that these subjects

should be considered outliers. Nevertheless, as stated in the main paper, if these 5

subjects are excluded, we fail to reject that b2 = b3 with a p-value of 0.225. If only

the one subject who overbids all 19 rounds is excluded then we fail to reject b2 = b3
with a p-value of 0.1007.

We further examined the demographic information of the 5 subjects in ques-

tion and �nd no reason to conclude that there is anything special about them. In

particular, comparing the 5 subjects to all subjects in TS, we see that:

1. On average, the 5 �outliers�scored 83% on the quiz while the average score of

all bidders in TS was 88%.

2. The average gamble choice of the 5 �outliers�was 3.6 compared to 3.8. for all

bidders in TS.

3. The average competitiveness of the outliers was 1.4 whereas it is 1.9 for all

bidders.
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(a) vk = 92

(b) vk = 50

Figure 6: (a) Loss Function Illustrated when vk = 92 (b) Loss Function Illustrated
when vk = 50
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Figure 7: Summary of Overbidding

Moreover, we note that of the 5 aforementioned subjects, 1 participated in the

�rst session and 2 in each of the second and third sessions. Thus, there appears to

be no session e¤ect as no session is overrepresented with this type of subject. It

is also worth emphasizing that there were no subjects in TL that overbid with the

same frequency. It seems unlikely that all �outliers�by pure chance happened to be

assigned to TS, so we take this as another indication that there is a treatment e¤ect.

Finally, in line with our discussion of adventitious reinforcement in Section 7.2,

the �ve subjects rarely lost money in the rounds where they overbid. Two of the �ve

subjects, including the individual who always overbid, did not earn negative pro�t

in any round. The remaining three bidders earned negative pro�ts in 1, 2, and 3

rounds, respectively. With one exception, loses were relatively small, in the range of

$0.4 to $8.8. The one substantial loss, of $125, did not occur until round 24. Hence,

these subjects did not get strong signals early on that overbidding is suboptimal.
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Figure 8: Distributions of vk � bk across treatments.

A.8 Bid shading

Thus far we have focused on comparing bid distributions across treatments. Bid

distributions are directly relevant to bidders since they are instrumental in deter-

mining best responses. An alternative approach is to instead consider the level of

bid shading, vk � bk. Figure 8 compares the distribution of v2 � b2 in the small
treatment with the distribution of v3 � b3 in the large treatment. For reference, the
theoretically predicted distribution of vk � b�k is provided as well. A negative value
of vk � bk corresponds to overbidding.
We note that the distribution of v3 � b3 lies below the distribution of v2 � b2. In

other words, the level of bid shading is more likely to be large in the large treatment

compared to the small treatment. This is consistent with the earlier �nding that bids

are more aggressive in the small treatment compared to the large treatment. To see

this intuitively, recall that the distribution of vk is by construction held �xed across

treatments.

Following the same approach as in the main paper, we next compare bid shading
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across treatments more formally using a t-test. Repeated measures are taken into

account by calculating the average value of vk � bk for each bidder in the last 19
auction rounds. The resulting values are then used in a t-test. The average value of

v3 � b3 in the large treatment is $12.84 whereas the average value of v2 � b2 in the
small treatment is only $5.74. A one-sided t-test rejects the hypothesis that these

values are equal in favor of the alternative that the former is larger than the latter

with a p-value of 0.01357. The p-value changes to 0.05816 if the 5 subjects who were

identi�ed in the previous section as potential outliers are excluded.

As recorded in the main paper, the p-value of the t-test that compares bid values

b3 and b2 is higher, at 0.0914. The di¤erence may be accounted for by the fact that

although vk theoretically has the same distribution in both treatments, the average

value of v3 in the large treatment was $50.69 while the average value of v2 in the

small treatment was lower, at $47.91. In conclusion, not only is b2 on average higher

than b3, it is also the case that v2 is on average smaller than v3. These properties

work in the same direction, making v2 � b2 smaller than v3 � b3.

A.9 Learning and di¤erences in feedback

Here, we are interested in examining whether bids approach b�k(vk) over time and, if

so, whether they do so at the same rate across treatments. Figure 9 illustrates mean

error of bids (b�k(vk) � bk(vk)) across both treatments for all 25 auction rounds to
document how the errors evolved from the initial auction rounds to the later auction

rounds. The red line in Figure 9 represents mean errors from TL and the blue line

represents mean errors from TS. It is apparent that overbidding is the main source

of error in both treatments and that overbidding persist into later rounds as both

lines lie below zero for all rounds. In fact, the red line lies above the blue line for all

but one auction round, suggesting errors are generally smaller in the TL treatment.

Furthermore, in the later rounds, there appears to be a slight divergence in the two

lines.

We note that subjects are provided feedback in the form of observing competitors�

strategies ex post. Following each auction round, bidders observe all bids ranked
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Figure 9: Mean Errors (b�k(vk)� bk(vk)) Across Auction Rounds

highest to lowest along with the corresponding valuations. See the screenshots at

the end of the Online Appendix. However, this amount of feedback di¤ers across

treatments. In TS, any bidder observes the bidding strategy of a single competitor,

who submits two bids. In contrast, any bidder in TL observes the bidding strategy of

two competitors, each of whom submits three bids. The extend to which participants

were able to learn is likely a function of the amount of information available to

bidders. If so, the asymmetry in the amount of feedback across treatments might

explain some of the variation in learning that we see across treatments and may

explain the slight divergence in errors across treatments over time.

A.10 Level-K Reasoning

Consider a bidder who for some reason believes that the distribution of any ri-

val�s lowest bid is given by G(b), with density g(b). For brevity, let R(b) = 1 �
(1�G(b))n�1 denote the distribution of the lowest bid among all rivals, with r(b)
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denoting the density. The bidder in question solves the maximization problem

max
b

Z b

0

(v1 + :::+ vk � kx)r(x)dx+ (v1 + :::+ vk�1 � (k � 1) b) (1�R(b)) :

The �rst derivative with respect to b is proportional to

vk �
�
b+

k � 1
n� 1

1�G(b)
g(b)

�
: (11)

Thus, the best response to any �xed G(b) is the same in all environments where

k = n, as in our treatments.

Crawford and Iriberri (2007) apply level-k reasoning to auctions. A �Level 0�

(L0) bidder is one who follows some exogenously given strategy. A Level 1 (L1)

bidder best responds to the belief that all other bidders are L0. Level 2 (L2) bidders

best response to the belief that all other bidders are L1, and so on.

Assume that L0 bidders use the same strategy in all environments or treatments.

Thinking of G(b) in (11) as the resulting distribution over bids, it follows that L1

bidders respond the exact same way in any environment where k = n. Turning

to L2, we can now think of G(b) in (11) as representing the strategy of L1. By

the same argument, L2 must use the same strategy in any environment where k =

n. Continuing in this fashion, it is easy to see that any bidder, regardless of his

level of sophistication, is predicted to behave the same in both of our experimental

treatments, at least when there is a unique best response. Thus, level-k reasoning

cannot explain the scale e¤ects that we see.

Crawford and Iriberri (2007) consider two speci�c L0 strategies. A random L0

uses a uniform distribution to randomize over [0; vk], regardless of his vk type. In this

case, G(b) = b
vk
, b 2 [0; vk]. A truthful L0 bids truthfully, i.e. uses a pure strategy

with bk(vk) = vk. Given vk is uniformly distributed in our experiments, this also

implies that G(b) = b
vk
, b 2 [0; vk]. Hence, when k = n, (11) reduces to vk � vk � 0.

It follows that for any vk < vk, L1�s unique best response is to bid zero. Thus, if

L1 types are very prevalent in the population, we would expect to see a large mass

of zero bids. This does not seem to be borne out in the data. Since L1 bidders bid
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zero with probability one, any bid above zero is a best response for a L2 bidder; he

believes that he is guaranteed to win k units and pay zero for any b > 0. Thus, if

the population consists only of L2 bidders then any data is consistent with level-k

reasoning; it is not falsi�able.24

A.11 Random bidding

Our analysis has focused on bids on the kth unit throughout. As explained in

Section 2, the reason is that bids on the �rst k � 1 units are indeterminate. One
possible behavioral explanation of the treatment e¤ect is that subjects bid completely

randomly on the �rst unit in either treatment. Since they are constrained to bidding

less on the second unit than on the �rst unit and less on the third unit than on the

second unit, this is consistent with b2 bids that are higher in TS than b3 bids are

in TL. However, the data does not support this idea. In particular, a Kolmogorov-

Smirnov test rejects the hypothesis that bids on the �rst unit are drawn from the

same distribution in the two treatments with a p-value of 0.0011.

A.12 Other Auction Formats

As discussed in the introduction, the restriction to kn�m = 1 simpli�es the problem

regardless of the speci�c auction format.

For instance, in the discriminatory auction bidders who submit di¤erent bids pay

di¤erent prices. In particular, the price a bidder pays for the ith unit won equals that

bidder�s ith highest bid, bi. If the bidder wins k�1 units he pays b1+b2+ :::+bk�1 in
total, whereas he pays b1+b2+ :::+bk in total if he wins k units. Which event occurs

depends only on bk. Now, assume that bidders are strictly better o¤ the less they pay

for a �xed number of units. Then, any strategy that involves b1 � b2 � :::bk�1 > bk is
strictly dominated by the strategy where all k bids are identical to bk. The probability

24Crawford and Iriberri (2007) identify a di¤erent issue that arises when applying level-k rea-
soning to single-item �rst-price auctions. Speci�cally, if types are uniformly distributed, then the
best responses of L1 and above are indistinguishable from the true equilibrium strategy.
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of the two events do not change, but payments strictly decrease when the �rst k� 1
bids are lowered. Thus, in equilibrium b1 = b2 = ::: = bk. Hence, characterizing

equilibrium reduces to characterizing bk, much as in the uniform price auction. It

is not hard to verify that the equilibrium strategy is strictly increasing in the risk

neutral case. Hence, both the uniform price auction and the discriminatory auction

are e¢ cient, given kn �m = 1. With the Revenue Equivalence Theorem in mind,

it is then not surprising that the two auctions are also equally pro�table. Krishna

(2010, Section 14.2) makes this point in an example with k = 2, n = 2 and m = 3,

such that kn�m = 1. He notes that each bidder is guaranteed one unit, and derives

strategies and revenues for the uniform and discriminatory auctions. However, the

logic does not depend on (n; k;m) = (2; 2; 3), only on kn�m = 1.
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B.1 Instructions - Modi�ed for TS Treatment25

Welcome

Thank you for participating in this experimental session! This is an experiment in
the economics of decision making. The instructions are simple, and if you follow them
carefully and make good decisions, you will earn a considerable amount of money,
which will be paid privately to you in cash at the end of the experiment. Please do not
talk with other participants and remain quiet during the entire experiment. Please
turn o¤ your cell phone and do not switch it on until the end of the experiment. If
you have any questions, raise your hand and we will come to you.

� The study will take approximately 90 minutes to complete.

� The study is comprised of three parts.

� Part 1 consists of instructions of how to play the game. At the end of Part 1
we will ask you to �ll out a short quiz to test you on how well you understood
these instructions.

� In Part 2 you will play 25 auction rounds.

� Part 3 consists of a short demographic questionnaire and a gambling game.

Introduction

1. We will create a market in which you will act as bidder in a sequence of 25
separate auctions. Each auction will have three identical units up for sale,
which you and one other bidder are competing to purchase. You and your
competitor can both earn money from purchasing up to two of these three
identical units.

2. Each bidder will be assigned valuations for the two identical units for which
they can earn money. These valuations represent the value of the good to you
if you obtain it ( i.e., what we will pay you for any items purchased). The
values of each of the two units will be di¤erent from each other. If purchased,
the �rst unit will provide you with a valuation denoted by: v1. If both units
are purchased, your total valuation is v1+v2. You can think of v2 as the

25Instruction document modi�ed for the TL treatment is available upon request.
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incremental value you get for purchasing a second unit above your initial value
for the �rst unit purchased. Your valuations are known only to you and are
completely independent of the valuations assigned to your competitors. In
other words, you don�t know your competitor�s valuations and they don�t know
your valuations. Your valuations will be drawn anew before each auction.

3. The incremental value for the second unit (v2) will be randomly drawn from
an interval where the lowest possible value is $0 and the highest possible value
is $100.00. Any value within this interval has an equally likely chance of being
drawn and being assigned as your valuation. Values for the �rst unit (v1) will
be drawn from an interval between v2 and $100.00. Any value within this
interval has an equally likely chance of being drawn and being assigned as your
valuation. This process to determine individual valuations is the same for all
bidders.

4. Each bidder submits two bids (b1, b2) - one for each unit demanded.

5. Bids must be greater than or equal to zero.

6. After you and your competitor have submitted your bids, the auctioneer will
rank them from highest to lowest. The three highest bids will each be awarded
one unit.

7. You are guaranteed to purchase at least one unit because there are four bids
in total.

8. The experiment will consist of 25 rounds, taking approximately 45 minutes in
total. An auction with two bidders will take place in each round. You are one
bidder; the second bidder is chosen randomly for each round. Therefore, you
are bidding against one other person in each round who may or may not be
the same person from the previous round.

Assignment rules and pro�t calculations

1. After the bids have been submitted, collected and ranked from highest to low-
est, we report back to you the outcomes for your market: bids listed from
highest to lowest, how many units you won, how much pro�t you earned on
each unit and your total pro�ts. The losing bid, which will always be the fourth
highest bid will be highlighted with a pink background. For your convenience,
your bids always have a * next to them.
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2. The price paid by those winning an item is equal to the losing bid ( i.e., fourth
highest bid). In other words, everyone pays the SAME market price.

3. The computer calculates you pro�ts. This will depend on your highest bid
(b1), your second highest bid (b2), your valuation on the �rst unit (v1) and
your valuation on the second unit (v2). There are two possible scenarios you
may �nd yourself in:

(a) You win two units. This occurs when both of your bids are among the 3
highest bids.
Your pro�ts for unit one are: v1 - market price
Your pro�ts for unit two are: v2 - market price
Total Pro�ts are: (v1 + v2) - 2 � market price

(b) You only win one unit. This occurs when only one of your bids is among
the three highest bids. Note in this case, your second bid is necessarily
the only losing bid: Therefore this bid of yours sets the market price that
you pay for the unit you won.

Your pro�ts for unit one are: v1 - market price
Your pro�ts for unit two are: 0
Total Pro�ts are: v1 - market price

4. Any unit purchased at a price below its value results in a positive pro�t;
any unit purchased at a price above its value results in a negative pro�t.

How the Auction Works

This page illustrates how the auction works and how pro�ts are calculated. In this
example, there are two bidders (Bidder A and Bidder B) each with a demand for
two units who are competing in a market in which there are three units of the same
good up for sale.
Suppose Bidder A receives randomly assigned values of $63 and $44 and Bidder

B receives randomly assigned values of $56 and $48.

Assigning Values

Now suppose Bidder A bids $63 for the �rst unit and $20 for the second unit she
demands. Similarly, Bidder B bids $56 for the �rst unit and $28 for the second unit
she demands.
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Value Bidder ID
63 A
44 A

Value Bidder ID
56 B
48 B

Placing Bids

Bid Value Bidder ID
63 63 A
20 44 A

Bid Value Bidder ID
56 56 B
28 48 B

Once all the bids are submitted, the computer will sort the bids from highest to
lowest. As you see in the table below, the �rst three highest bids have won the units.
The fourth highest bid lost the item. The fourth highest bid is highlighted in pink
and sets the market price that the winning bidders will have to pay for the units
won.

Auction Outcomes

Status Bid Value Bidder ID Pro�ts Earned
won 63 63 A 63 - 20 = 43
won 56 56 B 56 - 20 = 36
won 28 48 B 48 - 20 = 28
lost 20 44 A 0

In the example depicted in Table 1, Bidder A earned 1 unit while Bidder B earned
2 units. Bidder A�s pro�ts are calculated as:

� Unit 1: $63 - $20 = $43

� and nothing on unit 2

� Total pro�ts = $43

Bidder B�s pro�ts are calculated as

� Unit 1: $56 - $20 = $36

� Unit 2: $48 - $20 = $28
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� Total pro�ts = $64

The next two pages will provide more detailed illustrations of how the auction
works when bidders play di¤erent strategies. Please carefully read these examples as
they will help you to understand the game.

Illustrative Example 1

Continuing with our illustrative scenario, Example 1 focuses on Bidder A�s problem.

Table 1

Status Bid Value Bidder ID

won 63 63 A
won 56 56 B
won 28 48 B
lost 20 44 A

Table 2

Status Bid Value Bidder ID

won 63 63 A
won 56 56 B
won 40 44 A
lost 28 48 B

First, we focus on Table 1. Note, Bidder A obtains 1 unit while Bidder B obtains
2 units. Thus in the case of Table 1, Bidder A�s pro�ts are calculated as

� Unit 1: $63 - $20 = $43

� and nothing on unit 2

� Total pro�ts = $43

In this example, Bidder A could have obtained a second unit by bidding more,
provided that bid was su¢ ciently high to edge out Bidder B. Table 2 illustrates the
case in which Bidder A changes her bid on her second unit from $20 to $40; and all
other bids are held constant. Focusing on Table 2, we see that the market price is
now $28. Bidder A purchases two units and Bidder B now only purchases one and
her losing bid sets the market price. Thus in the case of Table 2, Bidder A�s pro�ts
are calculated as

� Unit 1: $63 - $28 = $35

� Units 2: $44 - $28 = $16

� Total pro�ts = $51
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In comparing the auction outcomes in Table 1 and Table 2, we see that Bidder
A was able to increase her pro�ts by bidding more on her second unit in order to
purchase two units rather than one. However, it is important to point out in this
example that in obtaining two (rather than one) unit, Bidder A caused the market
price to increase from 20to28. This directly a¤ects the price that Bidder A had to
pay for her higher valued unit. In the scenario represented in Table 1 and Table 2,
the increase in market price was small enough such that purchasing two units rather
than one unit increased total pro�ts. It should be noted that this will not always be
the case.

Illustrative Example 2

Example 2 continues with the same perspective of Bidder A but di¤ers from Example
1 as it presents an alternative scenario in which Bidder B is bidding more aggressively.
And as a result of this change in environment, when Bidder A increases her bid on
the second unit in order to purchase two rather than one unit, it results in her earning
lower pro�ts.

Table 3

Status Bid Value Bidder ID

won 63 63 A
won 56 56 B
won 39 54 B
lost 20 44 A

Table 4

Status Bid Value Bidder ID

won 63 63 A
won 56 56 B
won 40 44 A
lost 39 54 B

Focusing on Table 3, we see that Bidder A obtains 1 unit while Bidder B obtains
2 units. Pro�ts for Bidder A on this unit are calculated as follows: the valuation of
the unit less the market price. Thus in the case of Table 3, Bidder A�s pro�ts are
calculated as:

� Unit 1: $63 - $20 = $43

� and nothing on unit 2

� Total pro�ts = $43

As in the previous example, we are interested to see if Bidder A could increase her
pro�ts by purchasing two (rather than one) unit. Table 4 illustrates this case when
Bidder A changes her bid from $20 to $40 on her lower valued unit while keeping her
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bid on the higher valued unit constant as well as bids from Bidder constant. This
change in bidding strategy resulted in the market price now being set by Bidder B�s
bid of $39. Bidder A purchases two units and Bidder B now only purchases one and
her losing bid sets the market price. Thus in the case of Table 4, Bidder A�s pro�ts
are calculated as:

� Unit 1: $63 - $39 = $24

� Units 2: $44 - $39 = $5

� Total pro�ts = $29

Consequently, total pro�ts are lower in Table 4 where Bidder A purchased two
units relative to Table 3 where Bidder A purchased only one unit. To summarize,
examples 1 and 2 illustrated the e¤ect of Bidder A using di¤erent strategies on
total pro�ts. As was the case in example 1, Bidder A earned more pro�t when she
purchased two units compared to the case when she purchased one unit. However,
example 2 illustrates another scenario when Bidder A actually earned less revenue
when she purchased two rather than one unit.

Wrap Up of Illustrative Examples

Underlying these two illustrative examples is the fact that purchasing two units
instead of one unit will almost surely increase the market price and thus directly
reduce the pro�ts you can earn on the �rst unit. The net result is that in some
cases it will be pro�table to increase your bid on the second unit (i.e., Example 1)
and in some cases it will not be pro�table to increase your bid on the second unit
(i.e., Example 2). You will not know which environment you are playing within
because your competitors�bidding strategies and valuations are kept private and are
unknown to you at the time of bidding.

Additional Remarks

1. In case of a tie - for example the 3rd and 4th highest bids are the same - the
computer will randomly determine which of the two bids earns an item and
which of the two bids does not earn an item.

2. In cases where the losing bid is zero (0), the price everyone pays is also zero.
That is, the losing bid, i.e., the 4th highest bid sets the market price no matter
what the bid is.
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3. You are free to bid whatever you think will bring you the most earnings. How-
ever, we have restricted all bids to be greater than or equal to zero in addition
to the bids for the second unit to be less than or equal to the bid on the �rst
unit listed.

4. You are not permitted to talk to each other until the experiment is over.

Part 1 Completed

1. This is the end of Part 1.

2. Please raise your hand if you have any questions at this time.

3. Please patiently wait for further instructions.

4. Please do no click NEXT until you have been instructed to do so.
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B.2. Review Test

Please answer the following review questions.

1. How many auction rounds will you play in total?

(a) 10

(b) 15

(c) 25

2. How many bids will you submit in each auction round?

(a) 1

(b) 2

(c) 3

3. Will your valuations be drawn anew before each auction round?

(a) Yes

(b) No

4. Are your valuations independent of the valuations assigned to your competitor?

(a) Yes

(b) No

5. How are your valuations determined?

(a) The valuation on the second unit (v2) is randomly drawn between 0 and
100, and the value on the �rst unit (v1) is drawn randomly from the
interval between v2 and 100.

(b) Valuations are same across all 25 auction rounds

(c) Valuations are linked to bids in the last round

6. If you win an item, what price do you pay?

(a) My bid corresponding to the unit won
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(b) The market price determined by the losing bid, i.e., the fourth highest bid

(c) My competitor�s highest bid

7. How many units are your guaranteed to purchase?

(a) 0

(b) 1

(c) 2

8. Calculate the pro�ts earned by Bidder A on her �rst unit purchased in the
following example:

Bid Value Bidder ID
won 98 98 A
won 56 56 B
won 48 48 B
lost 44 44 A

(a) 98 - 44 = 54

(b) 98 - 98 = 0

(c) 98 - 56 = 42

9. Calculate the total pro�ts earned by Bidder A on all units purchased in the
following example:

Bid Value Bidder ID
won 99 99 A
won 80 86 A
won 78 78 B
lost 55 65 B

(a) (99 - 55) + (86 - 55) = 75

(b) (99 - 99) + (86 - 80) = 6

(c) (99 - 80) + (86 - 80) = 25
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B.3. Gambling Game

Please select one of the hypothetical gamble from the six listed below that you
would prefer to play. After everyone has made and submitted their choices, the ex-
perimenter will draw one ball at random from a bag of 10 balls to determine the
payo¤ for all participants according to the speci�c gamble selected by each partici-
pant. The bag will contain 10 balls of which 5 are BLACK and 5 are WHITE.
That means that when a ball is drawn, there is 50% chance that it isWHITE and
a 50% change that it is BLACK. If a black ball is drawn, payo¤s under Event
A will be paid out. Conversely, if a white ball is drawn, payo¤s under Event B
will be paid out. These earnings from Part 3 earnings will then be added to your
total session earnings. The six di¤erent gambles are listed below. You must select
ONE AND ONLY ONE of these gambles. To select a gamble, please click on the
appropriate box.

Figure 10: Six Hypothetical Games
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B.4. Demographic Questionnaire

This is the �nal part of the session. Please answers the questions in the next pages.
Your answers here will NOT a¤ect your overall payment of this experiment.

1. What gender do you identify with?

(a) Female

(b) Male

(c) Other

(d) Decline

2. What is your age range?

(a) under 18 years old

(b) 18-20 years old

(c) 21-22 years old

(d) 23-25 years old

(e) over 25 years old

3. Which of the following BEST describes your ethnic background? Please select
ALL THAT APPLY.

(a) Aboriginal/First Nations/Metis

(b) White/European

(c) Black/Africa/Caribbean

(d) Southeast Asian (e.g., Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Vietnamese, Cambo-
dian,Filipino.etc)

(e) Arab (Saudi Arabian, Palestinian, Iraqi, etc)

(f) South Asian (East Indian, Sri Lankan, etc)

(g) Latin American (Costa Rican, Guatemalan, Brazilian, Columbian, etc)

(h) West Asian (Iranian, Afghani, etc)

(i) Other (please specify)
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4. What is the HIGHEST degree or level of school you have completed?

(a) High school graduate, diploma or the equivalent

(b) Some college credit, no degree

(c) Trade/technical/vocational training

(d) Bachelors degree

(e) Masters degree

(f) Other

5. What is your marital status?

(a) Single, never married

(b) Married or domestic partnership

(c) Other

6. What is your current employment status?

(a) no job

(b) part-time

(c) full-time

7. What is your current student status at the University of Guelph?

(a) part-time

(b) full-time

(c) co-op

(d) other

8. What type of program are you enrolled in at the University of Guelph?

(a) undergraduate degree

(b) graduate degree

(c) other

9. What year are you in your studies?
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(a) �rst

(b) second

(c) third

(d) fourth or higher

10. Do you typically use auctions to buy goods?

(a) never

(b) occasionally

(c) frequently

11. How would you rate you previous experience with auctions?

(a) no previous experience with auctions

(b) occasional use of auctions

(c) frequent use of auctions

12. Which College at the University of Guelph are you registered with?

(a) College of Business and Economics

(b) College of Physical and Engineering Science

(c) College of Social and Applied Human Sciences

(d) Ontario Agricultural College

(e) Other

13. How many Business and Economics classes have you taken so far (including
those you are currently taking)?

(a) 0

(b) Between 1 and 2

(c) Between 3 and 5

(d) Between 6 and 10

(e) More than 10
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14. Evaluate the following statement: �When I play games for enjoyment, winning
is very important to me�:

(a) I strongly disagree

(b) I disagree

(c) I neither disagree or agree

(d) I agree

(e) I strongly agree
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B.5 Screenshots

Figure 11: Example of Feedback Following Each Auction Round in TS Treatment
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Figure 12: Example of Bid Submission Screen in TS Treatment

Figure 13: Example of Bid Submission Screen in TL Treatment
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